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Maintaining your mental and emotional
wellness is key to suicide prevention.
Relationship stress, financial problems,
trouble sleeping, worries about the future,
and difficulties at work are all issues
that can trigger an emotional crisis. It is
important to be prepared for difficult times
before they arise, to maintain readiness, in
order to be resilient during the storm.
If you are in a turbulent time right now or
you simply want to be more prepared, just
reach out. We are not meant to fix these
things on our own. CG SUPRT has free and
confidential services available to you and
your family including:
•

Money Coaching

•

Counseling

•

Health and Wellness Coaching

•

Daily Living Resources

•

Legal Consultation

To set up services or get
more information, call 855CG-SUPRT (247-8778) or
visit www.cgsuprt.com
You can also contact your

JUST

Employee Assistance Program
Coordinator in your Work-Life

REACH
OUT

Office for more information on
CG SUPRT and other services
through the office.

CG SUPRT is available 24/7. If you or someone you know is experiencing an emotional crisis, depression,
or suicidal thoughts, please call CG SUPRT at 855-247-8778.
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Capt. Walter K. Handy, USCGR (Ret.)
during an interview, on his remarkable
Reserve career.
Photo by PA2 Emaia Rise

Postal Mail Commandant (CG-1313)
Attn: Editor, Reservist
2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave,
SE (Stop-7907)
Washington, DC 20593-7907

For 76 Years — Always Ready When Needed Most

Two 25-Foot Response-Boats from
MSST 91101 in Seattle, for an at-sea
wreath-laying ceremony in honor of
ME3 Ronald Gill Jr., USCGR, March 25,
2017.
Photo by PA3 Amanda Norcross

U.S. Coast Guard Reserve
Web Site
http://reserve.uscg.mil
ReseRvist (COMDtPUB 1001.29)
is published by the Commandant,
Director of Reserve & Military
Personnel, U.s. Coast Guard. it is
intended for information only and
is not authority for official action.
views and opinions expressed are
not necessarily those of the U.s. Dept.
of Homeland security or U.s. Coast
Guard. the editor reserves the right
to select and edit all materials for
publication. We continue to strive for
perfection, yet unattained.
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In my last column I told you I was
unsure whether or not it would be my
last. Obviously, it was not.
While the machinations of the
federal government hiring process
have temporarily stalled the hiring of a
civilian replacement, CWO Anastasia
Devlin will be taking over as the
RESERVIST editor. You may recognize
CWO Devlin’s name as she has been
providing editorial content to the
magazine on a regular basis, most
notably the recent yearlong focus on
the 75th anniversary of the Coast
Guard Reserve. A reservist herself,
CWO Devlin brings a blend of active
duty and Reserve public affairs
expertise to the role of editor. I am very
confident she will continue to provide
the magazine’s readership with
important and interesting information.
Speaking of interesting, the
RESERVIST was extremely fortunate to
discover a significant piece of Reserve
history in the person of Capt. Walter K.
Handy, USCGR (ret.). Capt. Handy, who
turned 99 years young in March, was
one of the very first members of the
Reserve, enlisting in 1942. It was such
a treat for me to visit with him in his
western Virginia home and listen as he
matter-of-factly
recounted
the
struggles of establishing and sustaining
the fledgling service: struggles that are
not that much different today.
I too have struggled with what I
would write as this chapter of my life’s
journey comes to closure. Over the
past six months two things have
occurred which have influenced and
solidified my thoughts as I depart an
organization that has been a significant
part of my life for more than 45 years.
The first was reading a book given to
me entitled; “The Coast Guard’s TRs”
written in 1947, by Lt.j.g. Malcolm F.
Willoughby, USCGR. The book recounts
the extraordinary service provided to
our country during the Second World
War by members of the Temporary
Reserve (TR). TRs were unpaid
volunteers who performed all manner
of Coast Guard missions – from
operating picket boats to shore side
patrols -- freeing up full time personnel
for higher priority duties. Willoughby’s
book focuses on the First Naval District
(New England) but is representative of
TR contributions nation-wide. The
second was listening to Walter Handy
speak with such pride, caring and
fondness of his Coast Guard Reserve
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A biker's dream, blue skies and open roads.

service, which spanned the dark days
following the attack on Pearl Harbor
up through the mid-1970s.
My take away from both is simple:
while not special, reservists are unique.
Why do I make that distinction
between special and unique? In my
view, based on nearly four decades of
observation, it takes a unique
individual to accept a role which is
primarily, to use a sports metaphor,
coming off the bench; to be productive
and satisfied with the limited playing
time given and gracious and accepting
when it expires. And, be prepared to do
it again and again – almost always with
no
discernible
difference
in
performance and not infrequently at a
higher level than the ‘starters’ -- to the
point where it is accepted and expected
as common place.
In my humble opinion it is this
intangible commitment to subjugate
the individual’s ego to the organization,
while not expecting any quid pro quo
in return, that is the common thread
woven into the fabric of every reservist.
To each of you I offer the following,
along with my deepest admiration and
respect.
Anima est Bonus!
Jeff Smith

Citizen guardians
We are proud members of the
United States Coast Guard Reserve.
As Citizen Guardians we have sworn
to protect,
to defend
and to serve.
We come when our country
and our Coast Guard
need us most.
From places near and far,
our heartlands, our highlands,
small towns up and down the coast.
We stay as long as needed,
then return to our daily tasks.
We are Citizen Guardians,
future, present and past.
— J.D. Smith
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To the Editor:
About your article in the RESERVIST
(Volume LXIII, Issue 4, 2016) “Reservist step
up in Cleveland.” As the late great Yogi Berra
said, “It’s déjà vous all over again.”
I was a lowly 3rd Class Boatswain Mate
doing exactly the same mission in 1972,
patrolling the rivers in Miami for the
Republican National Convention (12 hours
on/12 hours off).
You may remember, they were not exactly
peaceful times with the ongoing Vietnam
War. As my mother frequently said, “What
goes around comes around.”
Sincerely,
BMC R.F. Amabile, USCGR (ret.)

CORRECTIONS:

the

Presidential

INAUGURATION
Volume LXIV � Issue 1 • 2017

To the Editor:
Great article as usual (CG Lighthouses and the history of “The
Flying Santa” – RESERVIST Volume 64, Issue 1, 2017), however, the
tri-motor aircraft (Shown on page 36) is a Stinson SM-6000 B not a
Ford. The Ford is [often the] best remembered tri-motor aircraft.
Many companies in the 1920-30's made tri motors. Ford was all
metal, not fabric covered as shown.
With respect,
MK1 J.B. Hargrove, USCGR (ret.)

To the Editor:
I was looking online at the newest RESERVIST
magazine – Volume 64,-Issue 1- 2017; and I was
excited to see one of my photos from the 58th
Inauguration printed on page 23 (Petty Officer 2nd
Class Kyle Jones standing watch with his K-9 Bert). But
upon closer look, I saw the photo credit was attributed
to PA2 Pat Kelly.
Respectfully,
PA2 Matt Masaschi, USCGR
Editor’s Note: PA2 Masaschi, we apologize for the
error and thank you for pointing it out so we can
correct the record.

PS3 Ron Gill
In the RESERVIST Issue 1, 2017, the article "A
Father's Love Keeps Son's Memory Burning Bright"
stated some of the money raised from the inaugural golf tournament
went to Ronnie's school loans; this was not the case. All money
raised from the PS3 Ronald Gill Memorial Scholarship Foundation
has been given as scholarships. We apologize for any confusion.
Author Misidentified
The article entitled, “Now Hear This: Reserve Policy Manual
Update (RESERVIST, Issue 1, 2017, page 42) misidentified the
author. The article was written by Lt. Cmdr. John Codd, CG-1311.

Are You Aboard?
STAY CONNECTED!
By registering, you will be kept informed of the latest scuttlebutt, including:

• Quarterly Newsletters
• Upcoming Events
• Major Milestones in the design and construction phases

Registration is now open to ALL Coast Guard personnel active, reserve, retired, civilian, auxiliary and family!

Visit CoastGuardMuseum.org to register today!

860.439.1790 I info@coastguardmuseum.org I www.CoastGuardMuseum.org
Issue 2 • 2017 � RESERVIST
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A U.S. Coast Guard Port Security Unit 312 32-foot Transportable
Security Boat is lowered to the water during Operation Pacific
Reach Exercise 2017 in Pohang, Republic of Korea, April 8,
2017. OPRex17 is a bilateral training event designed to ensure
readiness and sustain the capabilities which strengthen ROKU.S. Alliance. Coast Guardsmen will serve as part of combined
task group conducting ports, waterways and coastal security
operations protecting U.S.-ROK assets and personnel
exercising an Area Distribution Center (ADC), an Air Terminal
Supply Point (ATSP), Logistics Over the Shore (LOTS), and the
use of rail, inland waterways, and coastal lift operations to
validate the operational reach support.
Photo by Petty Officer 1st Class Rob Simpson
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Rear Adm. Kurt B. Hinrichs
Director of Reserve
and Military Policy

"No matter the state of
the larger Coast Guard
Reserve environment,
each Coast Guard
Reserve unit and each
reservist is a bundle
of talent ready to be
maximized."

hen I entered the Coast Guard in the summer of 1978, I could hardly imagine
where my career would take me. From the engine room of the USCGC RELIANCE,
to a LORAN station in Turkey, to two Port Security Units, to the Director of Reserve,
it has been a rewarding career.
As I reflect on nearly 40 years of total service, I clearly see that the quality of people serving
in the Coast Guard has been the consistent force behind the success of any unit, as well as the
success of individual members, myself included.
It is the innate sense of selfless sacrifice that permeates our people and sets them apart. We
see it in the quiet pride and professionalism of our junior enlisted personnel who go the extra
mile to keep themselves, and our units, operational. We see it in our senior enlisted leaders
who take aside junior and senior officers alike to offer the benefit of their vast experience.
And we see it in our civilian workforce, whose historical perspective helps avoid many of the
mistakes of the past.
The list of Coast Guard members who have taught me by positive example is very long, and I
remember all of them with gratitude. But there are two Reserve members in particular whose
assistance was exactly what I needed and when I needed it. One of those is Capt. John Hurley,
USCGR (ret.), whom I first met when we were both assigned to Reserve Unit St. Pete in 1989.
John encouraged me when I was feeling quite dismayed as a junior officer in a non-pay billet,
spending weekends away from my wife and two young children. His wisdom and perspective
motivated me not to give up on the Coast Guard, but continue to persevere to see if there might
be greater opportunities around the corner.
One of those great opportunities ended up being getting to stand up Port Security Unit 307,
which is how I met Capt. Paul Crissy, USCGR (ret.) in 1998. He was the CO and I was assigned
as the Engineering Officer. Soon after, he not only gave me the chance to be the unit’s XO, but he
was the consummate mentor/coach to me in that role. Capt. Crissy was as concerned with my
personal development as a leader as he was with the success of our PSU. My association with
Paul was the pivotal point which turned my career around.
No matter the state of the larger Coast Guard Reserve environment, each Coast Guard
Reserve unit and each reservist is a bundle of talent ready to be maximized. I encourage you
to take a moment to consider the teammates you work with. What can you do to help your
teammate to reach his or her potential? Offer encouragement, offer an opportunity to lead,
create a space in which new voices can be heard in order for the Coast Guard’s best asset, its
people, to thrive.
Reservists should be full of optimism as my relief Rear Adm. Scott McKinley has a clear vision
for the Reserve gained through his leadership of the Human Capital Strategy Implementation
Team. Likewise, CGRF-MC Eric Johnson will be able to leverage his strong connections to the
Senior Enlisted Leaders across the military to advance the interests of the Reserve.
They will continue to do the hard work that will result in a more focused, requirementsdriven workforce that maximizes limited resources. They will rely upon the structure and
direction put into place by Capt. Gary Jones who has worked tirelessly on this issue since his
assignment to the Deputy Commandant for Operations (DCO) staff in 2013. And with Capt.
Jennifer Grzelak-Ledoux slated to relieve Capt. Jones this summer, I am confident we will
continue with consistent dedication to people across the Reserve Program.
In closing, I wish to say that I was both honored and humbled when I was asked to come to
Headquarters to serve as the Director of Reserve and Military Personnel. I know that Admiral
Zukunft’s confidence in me can be attributed to his overall confidence in the Reserve.
With the assistance of our expert CG-131 staff, it is my hope that the Reserve Program is in
even better shape than when I came into this office two years ago. To all my past and present
fellow reservists, your unwavering and able service to our nation through the Coast Guard
makes me proud to be counted among you. You are all Great Americans!
Semper Paratus.
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reetings from the 1st District! As I reflect on the many years that I have served in the
Coast Guard, one experience that was significantly impactful was my time at the Chief
Petty Officer Academy. I transitioned into the Reserve after serving many years on
active duty. Initially, it was a bit of a culture shock considering my lack of opportunities to
serve with Reserve members prior to becoming one. Finding my footing during this new
chapter in my life was uncharted territory for sure. Attending the academy could not have
come at a better time. I had just gone through Chief's Call to Indoctrination so I was on a bit
of a high arriving at Training Center Petaluma.
Upon arrival, I soon realized how challenging it was for 64 seasoned adults to get through
jumping rope without making a mistake. We were learning team building skills at an
accelerated rate and it was great! I was a bit nervous at the thought of falling out of a tree
backwards into the arms of shipmates that I had only recently met. We were learning how to
quickly build trust. Several of the low rope exercises were quite intimidating for a person who
is not too fond of heights. I can recall even contacting my oldest shipmate and friend (now
CWO3 Marie Hope) and expressing how frightening the low rope exercises were. Of course, I
had no idea what was in store for us the following week.
The camaraderie that was building within our class was exciting to see. One of our many
assignments was writing a paper on what the academy experience had meant to us thus far.
After reflecting on the low rope exercises and the fear that I was very much in touch with
during that process, I knew what I would write about. In my paper I expressed how the
academy had been very instrumental in helping me to face my fears. I'm not sure if I was
laying it on a little thick or not, but I soon discovered that I would have to put my words to
action as I found myself facing the high rope exercises shortly after submitting my paper. The
thought of climbing up the tree as high as we were told was pretty scary for some of us. Before
long, I found myself flying through the air on the zipline, and what a rush it was! I was thrilled
that I did not allow my fear to dominate, especially considering the instructors gave each of us
the choice to opt out. Shortly after that, my team volunteered for another exercise. It had a
non-threatening name so I wasn't too worried until I realized that it was climbing a telephone
pole, then, jumping off of it to catch a trapeze! My heart was practically leaping out of my
chest. To this day, I am not sure how I got to the top of the telephone pole, but I know that my
team played a significant role in helping me to get there. While standing on top of the pole, my
body was shaking like chattering teeth in a cartoon. Although I did not catch the trapeze, I did
leap and my team was there to catch me.
Finally, it was graduation morning and the instructors began sharing departing advice.
One shared a quote that has stayed with me to this day. It was meaningful, inspiring and it has
helped me to step out of my comfort zone many times over the years. She told us to envision
the high rope exercises. She also told us to think about life and opportunities. The quote goes,
“The jump is so frightening between where I am and where I want to be…
because of all that I may become I will close my eyes and leap!”
– Mary Anne Radmacher.

Someone once said that in order to get what you've never had, you must be willing to do
what you've never done. As you continue on your Coast Guard journey and beyond, I hope you
will keep these quotes in mind and remember that,
“You cannot discover new oceans unless you have the courage
to lose sight of the shore.”
– Andre Gide.

Master Chief Petty Officer
Rashaun R. Morris
1st Coast Guard District,
Reserve Command Master Chief

"Someone once said
that in order to get
what you've never
had, you must be
willing to do what
you've never done."

Semper Paratus.
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The Analytics Team shown here are (Left side front to back): Contractor Chris Wigginton (a Reserve iTC), iT1 Anthony Moreno, CWo Scott
Reckner, iT1 Thomas Coppola and civilian employee Jonathan Abolins. Right side (back to front): iT2 Charles Fries, iT2 Allen Benedetti, YN2
Jack Rheiner, iT2 Mark Konik and YNC Leon Troy. Not pictured iT2 Carlos Amaro.

Cyber Warriors:

Reservists Help the CG Get to Green
The technology of today is the history of tomorrow.
Constantly evolving and extending the boundaries of what’s
possible is a daily occurrence. Along with the positive effects of
technology, there’s the real and imminent threat that it can be
used to do as much harm as good. One needs look no further
than today’s headlines to know the challenges of cyber security.
Cyber is a complex, ever evolving environment which
requires constant monitoring. This in turn requires a high
degree of manpower and specialty skill. One of the ways that the
Coast Guard stays ahead of the curve and keeps a watchful eye is
the Analytics team.
The Coast Guard’s Cyber CAT Delta Analytics Team, or CGCC35, consists of civilian, active duty and reservist personnel.
“This is highly specialized work that takes a fair amount of onthe-job training and ingenuity to master,” said Chief Warrant
Officer Scott Reckner, the active duty supervisor for CGCC-35.
“These reservists bring the knowledge and skills that they have
acquired from Coast Guard training, civilian education and work
experiences to this assignment. It's impressive to watch them

8
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use those skills to produce a product that is meaningful and
important to the defense of the Coast Guard's newest operating
environment, Cyberspace.”
Analytics serves an extremely important role in cyber
security. They comb through, gather and decipher tons of
information day in and day out.
“We aren’t tasked with finding, diagnosing and remediating
every problem; that would be ineffective,” said Petty Officer 1st
Class Thomas Coppola, an Information Systems Technician in
the CGCC-35. “What we do is aggregate the data, determine
what we are deficient in and bring it to the table to discuss with
the difference makers in the C4IT and cyber community in the
Coast Guard.”
The scorecard is one of the ways for the Department of
Defense (DoD) or Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to
keep track of the cyber security posture of their respective
components.
“It’s sort of a report card, with minimum grades (scores), in
which the Coast Guard is responsible to comply to,” said Coppola.

“These scorecards represent where we stand based on the
definitions and policies the DoD and DHS direct for cyber/
information security. The scores correlate to real world
vulnerabilities in the computer network. If we were subpar and
non-compliant in a specific area, it would not only leave us
vulnerable, but possibly the entire DoD and DHS networks.”
Data is collected by several different means and tools. Assured
Compliance Assessment Solution and Host Based Security
System are tools at the team’s disposal to help scan the Coast
Guard network. Active Directory is the windows directory
service which handles functions such as logons and access
control. “Without getting too much into the weeds, our team
gathers the data that helps answer the questions for DoD and
DHS so they have an understanding of the security of the Coast
Guard Network with those and other tools,” said Coppola.
The data collected and the scorecard are used by analytics to
directly brief both the Chief Information Officer (CIO) and the
Deputy Chief Information Officer. Weekly meetings, run by
Analytics, go over metrics that show the Coast Guard's progress.
“This ‘Getting to Green’ effort has visibility at the highest
levels of the Coast Guard,” said Reckner. “The data the Analytics
team gathers is briefed weekly to Rear Adm. Kevin Lunday,
Commander of Coast Guard Cyber Command, Thomas Michelli,
Coast Guard Chief Information Officer, Brian Burns, Deputy Chief
Information Officer, Capt. Michael Dickey, Commanding Officer
of the C4IT Service Center and the Commanding Officers of
Command, Control, and Communications Engineering Center,
Operations Systems Center, Federal Security Directorates and
Telecommunication and Information Systems Command.”

“Attending weekly meetings with the CIO of the Coast Guard
and top tier IT leadership is a major highlight of the job.” said
Petty Officer 2nd Class Charles Fries, an Information Systems
Technician at CGCC-35. “Working with my fellow Coast
Guardsmen to help secure our network has given me a strong
sense of purpose and motivation.”
Getting to green, compliance and cyber security as a whole is
a joint effort of the entire Coast Guard. Analytics facilitates
cooperation between senior leadership so the Coast can get to
green as quickly and efficiently as possible.
“Due to the multitude of technological advances, occurring
almost daily, it‘s an ongoing effort. It will continue to be for a
number of factors,” said Coppolla. “The DoD and DHS are
constantly updating definitions and adding metrics to try and
stay ahead of the cyber security curve, along with keeping up
with the ever changing, constantly updating IT and cyber
environments.”
“I feel that I am doing what I joined the Reserve to do,” said
Petty Officer 2nd Class Jack Rheiner, a Yeoman at CGCC-35.
“Doing a mission every day until a permanent solution is created.
I have found the cyber community to be a close knit group, even
by Coast Guard standards, and it has been my privilege to serve
within it.”
It’s not easy being green, but with the Analytics team at CGCC35 at the helm, there’s no doubt that the work that needs to be
done will be done.
“If the mission was called off tomorrow, I would have nothing
but fond memories of my time served here and would hope that
every Reserve member finds their own similar mission to
complete,” said Rheiner.
— Story by PA3 James Connor

Port Security Unit 307 returns home from 9-month deployment
A Clearwater, Florida, Coast Guard unit returned home after a
nine-month deployment providing security for the Military
Commissions hearings for 9/11 attackers and assisting in detainee
transfers in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Monday, February 27, 2017.
In support of OPERATION FREEDOM’S SENTINEL, Coast Guard
Port Security Unit 307 was the first Coast Guard unit in 14 years to
integrate and coordinate all seaward-focused anti-terrorism/
force protection assets under a single tactical commander and
amassed over 8,200 hours protecting Guantanamo Bay.
Deployed in April 2016, they reported to Joint Task Force
Guantanamo to assume responsibility as the Maritime Security
Detachment. PSU 307 was charged with providing maritime
defense of military operations, facilities and personnel in support
of the Joint Task Force's mission of ensuring the safe, humane,
legal, and transparent care and custody of law of war detainees.
"I am very proud of the men and women of PSU 307," said Cmdr.
Eric Bernstein, commanding officer of PSU 307. "They performed
their duties with the utmost professionalism during Military
Commissions hearings for the 9/11 attackers and were vital to the
success of multiple detainee transfers effected to reduce the
population remaining within the detention facilities."
PSU 307 maintains garrison facilities as a tenant command of
Coast Guard Air Station Clearwater, Florida. Commissioned on
May 8, 1999, the unit, comprised primarily of CG Reserve
personnel, has mobilized 10 times since its inception, including to
Boston, Massachusetts in 2001, New Orleans following Hurricane
Katrina in 2005, Kuwait in 2001 and 2004, and Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba in 2002, 2008, and 2016.
Port Security units support defense operations worldwide
providing waterborne and land-based anti-terrorism/force

Port Security Unit 307 members line up in formation during a homecoming
ceremony after returning home from a nine-month deployment to Guantanamo
Bay, Feb. 27, 2017.
Photo by PA3 Nicole J. Groll

protection for shipping and critical port facilities, in conjunction
with harbor defense and coastal sea control operations, as well as
humanitarian operations. Port Security Units are 150-person
units organized for expeditionary operations. Each unit has six 32foot Transportable Port Security Boats.
— Story by USCG 7th District PADET St. Petersburg
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Face of Defense:
Coast Guard Reservist Succeeds Through Hard Work, Dedication

Coast Guard Petty officer 3rd Class Casondra Minifield, a reservist boatswain’s mate, takes part in training on the Patapsco River in Maryland, May 21,
2016. Minifield graduated from Virginia Military institute in 2016, and is now a graduate student at Marymount University in Virginia.

With her eyes intently focused on a chart, Coast Guard
reservist Petty Officer 3rd Class Casondra Minifield carefully
plotted a course on the waterways surrounding Station Curtis
Bay in Baltimore on a duty weekend.
Among the tasks with the small boat station that Saturday,
the boatswain’s mate prepared for an exam, worked lines and
navigated a 25-foot Coast Guard response boat in Maryland’s
Patapsco River. Minifield, who graduated in 2016 from the
Virginia Military Institute (VMI) in Lexington, Va., is now a
graduate student at Marymount University in Arlington,
Virginia. She takes great pride in her work with the Coast Guard
and in all the commitments that fill her schedule.
A multi-sport athlete and community volunteer, Minifield
said she pushes herself for a reason. She has a sense of duty to
be a good example, to put in the hard work needed for success
and help forge a way for those who come after her, she said.
"I always make sure that when I am doing what I have to do,
that I am doing all I can do," said Minifield, who hails from
Winchester, Va. "I try to work through all my failures and I don’t
ever get mad at myself or down on myself because failing is part
of life."
Past generations made tremendous sacrifices for the
opportunities and freedoms of today, she explained. "Our duty
is to keep digging away, keep making that path," she said.
Minifield, who has an undergraduate degree in psychology, is
studying forensic and legal psychology at Marymount University.

10
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She wants to advance in the Coast Guard and even perhaps
become a commissioned officer. Her dream job in the civilian
world, she said, is to work in the federal law enforcement field.

Joining the Coast Guard

Not wanting to wait until after college, Minifield, who loves
the water and swam competitively in high school and college,
set her sights on the Coast Guard while a student.
After her freshman year at VMI she raised her right hand and
began her journey in the Coast Guard Reserve, which brought
her to this station tucked away on Curtis Creek, a four-hour
drive from Lexington. “It was an easy choice,” she said, about
seeking to become a boatswain’s mate, a job that demands
expert knowledge of seamanship, boat operations and waterway
navigation.
Minifield is an exemplary shipmate and role model, according
to the executive petty officer of Station Curtis Bay.
"She is a very well-rounded boatswain's mate and has made
significant contributions both personally and professionally,"
Coast Guard Chief Petty Officer Jeffrey C. Ritter, Jr. said.
Ritter praised Minifield’s solid work ethic, dedication,
initiative and commitment. In addition to qualifying as a
crewmember, she is also a certified military fitness specialist
who leads physical training at the station, he said.
Minifield had a rigorous schedule at VMI where she immersed
herself in leadership activities, athletics and glee club, and
volunteered with children. She pushed herself athletically,

taking up powerlifting and finding success in that endeavor,
including winning first place in her weight category in
a tournament.
Now in graduate school, her schedule remains just as
jam packed.
She has continued her commitment to serving others in her
hometown of Winchester, where she volunteers with children
and helps with a law enforcement explorers program. She
credits her father, a former soldier who became a community
police officer, as being a role model who instilled a love of
service in her.

Paying it Forward
Her time serving in the Coast Guard and volunteering in the
community has exponential payoffs, she explained, saying she
is happy to pay it forward: "Without the people who helped
me when I was younger, I would not be where I am."
Minifield said she feels proud and humbled when young
people reach out to her for advice. "It means a lot because I
can think back to when I was in their shoes," she said.

She said she believes strongly in seeking opportunities to
help the younger generation. People might underestimate
young people, she said, but in them she sees unlimited
potential and the ability to bring fresh perspectives and new
approaches to tackling challenges.
Her advice to young people is: Give it your best shot, work
hard and put in 100 percent. Don't let a bad experience hold
you back or get you discouraged. Keep moving; keep
persevering.
While Minifield admits her schedule is a lot to handle, she
said effective time management, along with some trial and
error, prove to be a successful formula in getting it all done.
Besides, she said, she wouldn't want it any other way.
Reprinted
from
https://www.defense.gov/News/Article/
Article/1065256/face-of-defense-coast-guard-reservistsucceeds-through-hard-work-dedication
— Story By PA2 Lisa Ferdinando
DoD News, Defense Media Activity

Sector Lake Michigan SERA and
RTPO Personnel Improve Readiness
During the Fiscal Years (FY) 2015 and 2016,
Sector Lake Michigan reprogrammed over 91% of
the targeted billets associated with the Boat Forces
Reserve Management Plan (BFRMP). The plan
consolidated Reserve Component personnel from 18
small boat stations to eight. In addition to the
reprogramming, six of the eight remaining units with
reservists assigned currently have a Senior Enlisted
Reserve Advisor (SERA) and Reserve Training Petty
Officer (RTPO) billet. Finally, in FY17, Sector Lake
Michigan will reprogram another 5% of the targeted
billets resulting in an end state of six stations with
84 Reserve billets out of Sector Lake Michigan’s total
of 166 Reserve billets.
Since the incorporation of a SERA and RTPO at
Shown here displaying the 9th district Nine Commander’s Reserve Readiness Trophy (l-r)
each of the six end state boat force units, the Reserve
are: BMC Janzer (SERA, CG Station Milwaukee); ETC Church (SERA, CG Station Michigan
Command Cadre has increased Sector Lake
City); BMCM Hinga (SERA, CG Station Calumet Harbor); BMCM Wheeler (Reserve Silver
Michigan’s attainment of Boat Forces Reserve
Badge, Sector Lake Michigan), BMCM zarbok (SERA, CG Station Sturgeon Bay), BMC Koran
competency objectives from 23% to over 51%. The
(RTPo, CG Station Sturgeon Bay) and MKC Roberson (SERA, CG Station Grand Haven).
primary reason for the Sector’s success in
implementing the SERA and RTPO programs has been the
Sector Lake Michigan’s SERA and RTPO personnel are a model
forward thinking of senior leadership and the coordination
for the 9th District and other units across the Coast Guard. Their
between the Active and Reserve Components.
combined efforts resulted in Sector Lake Michigan receiving, for
In addition to the billet reprogramming, Sector Lake Michigan
the first time, the 9th District Commander’s Trophy for Reserve
has initiated several mitigating strategies to improve its
Operational and Administrative readiness in FY15 and FY16.
alignment with Boat Forces business rules. This includes 51
Based upon the initiatives and strategies to be implemented
Position Based Competency changes, billet/body alignments and
in FY17, Sector Lake Michigan’s Operational Readiness will
lastly, TMT/DA/CGBI competency data enhancements and
continue to improve readiness throughout the Sector.
verification.
— Story by Lt. Jesse Webster
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Sector North Carolina and Sector Delaware Bay
Hold SERA Workshop

Senior Enlisted Leadership including members of the Silver and Gold Badge network Commanding officers, and officers in Charge from Air Station Atlantic
City, Stations Manasquan, Cape May, indian River and Philadelphia gather together at Sector Field office Atlantic City for the 2017 Sector delaware Bay
Senior Enlisted Reserve Advisors (SERA) Workshop Saturday, February 11, 2017. First Row (L-R): Cmdr. orlando Munoz, Cmdr. Kristen R. Trego (CG-MER-3),
Capt. Michael Arnold (SRo Atlantic City), MEC Peter d. LaMarch (STA Cape May SERA) and FSCM Michael Rowan (Sector delaware Bay RCMC) Second
Row: CGRF-MC Eric Johnson, MECM douglas Gilmer (Sector Maryland NCR), BMC Matthew E. Cole (STA Philadelphia, SERA), Andrew d. Stauffer (Sector
delaware Bay, RFRS), BMCS Nicholas A Bernice (CG-731), BMC Matthew A. Moore (STA indian River) Back Row: MKC Anthony Fazio (STA Atlantic City),),
CGSA Stephen C. Caputo, RCMC William J. Princiotta (5th district), BMCS James C. Mendicino (STA indian River, SERA), MKC Anthony Fazio (STA Atlantic
City), MKCS Brian K. Miley (STA Manasquan inlet, SERA), Lt. Luke B. Maleski, (Reserve Force Readiness, Sector delaware Bay), CGSA James E. Karschner
and MSTCS Allen Garneau (SFo Atlantic City)

Building on last year’s first-ever Sector Delaware Bay’s
Senior Enlisted Reserve Advisors (SERA) Workshop, the Sector
Field Office (SFO) located at Coast Guard Air Station Atlantic
City hosted the 2017 workshop on Saturday, February 11, 2017.
An overwhelming success , the workshop attendees (both in
person and via teleconference) included the 5th District
Commander, Rear Adm. Meredith Austin, 5th District Senior
Reserve Officer (SRO) Capt. Michael Arnold, Acting Chief, Office
of Reserve Affairs Capt. Michael Barton, Coast Guard Reserve
Force Master Chief (CGRF-MC) Eric Johnson, MK Rating Force
Master Chief Chris Allard, Boat Forces Reserve Management
Program Manager Don Hartmayer, and Senior Chief Nicholas
Bernice, a reservist assigned as the Assistant to the Boatswain
Mate Rating Force Master Chief. The Commanding Officers (CO),
Officer in Charge (OINC) from Air Station Atlantic City, Stations
Manasquan, Cape May, Indian River and Philadelphia were also
in attendance. Through the use of SFO Atlantic City’s
teleconference capability participants at the SFO were able to
link up with Sector North Carolina. SFO Fort Macon hosted a
nine-person SERA workshop and these two 5th District units
joined together to share guest speakers and enhance the
effectiveness of both events.
It’s been a challenging year for the Coast Guard Reserve
program and open dialogue was successful in fortifying the
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relationship between SERAs, Sectors, CGHQ Program Offices,
Reserve Program leadership and the senior enlisted Gold and
Silver Badge network. Numerous topics discussed during the
eight hours included: an overview of the Reserve Program; the
Reserve Appropriation (budget); Reserve Force Readiness
System (RFRS); Training; Retired pay, Survivor Benefit Plan;
and current advancement challenges.
Capt. Barton kicked off the morning with a discussion about
budget and training challenges. He also addressed the overall
Reserve Force Readiness System and focused on the future.
“There is a tremendous amount of [increased] support at CG
Headquarters by the most senior leaders who desire a more
robust Coast Guard Reserve Program [to include] increased
funding and increased numbers. However, [in the near term] we
are still in a real budget struggle.”
Looking to the future, Capt. Barton stated that the Office of
Reserve Affairs (CG-131) recognizes the challenges it faces and
is working diligently to address them.
During the discussion of training concerns about InactiveDuty Training (IDT) and Active Duty for Training (ADT), the
considerable distances many members travel to reach their
training sites was addressed. To help alleviate this issue CG-131
is working with Reserve Personnel Management (RPM) to align
members with billets which may be closer to a member’s home

of record as long as training capacity is available. Reserve Force
Master Chief Eric Johnson is a strong advocate of Reasonable
Commuting Distance (RCD). He wants to ensure that Reserve
policies allow for the success of its members without negative
impacts to readiness and advancement due to the logistics of
attending drills and training beyond RCD.
In keeping with its goal to optimize Reserve training, CG-131
has assumed the responsibility of managing the quotas for “C”
schools, giving reservists guaranteed seats and an increased
preparation period before the start of class. A new Individual
Training Plan (ITP) process is being implemented that will better
manage training for an individual member’s assigned
competencies and prioritize Reserve ‘C’ school attendance.
The Office of Boat Forces (CG-731) provided a brief outlining
the status of the Boat Forces Reserve Management Plan. 2017
marks the fourth year of a five year plan to align Reserve Force
billets with the existing training capacity at Stations. The goal of
this plan is to have the right people with the right training in the
right place at the right time. Boat Forces is building a system to
allow our part-time workforce to attain and maintain boat crew
competencies and proficiency so they are ready to respond
quickly when needed to supplement the Coast Guard.
Machinery Technician Rating Force Master Chief (MK-RFMC)
Christopher Allard addressed questions regarding the lack of
fluidity in the advancement in the Reserve MK rating. Currently,
fifty-four E-4 Reserve billets are vacant while E-5 billets are
overstaffed at 106%. Before making any large shifts or
competency assignments changes within the Reserve MK
workforce, CG-741 is reviewing a CG Human Capital Strategy and
the impact to Coast Guard missions. A possible option is to
increase MK billets at Port Security Units (PSUs) and to continue
the reallocation of engineering rated billets into the Base Reserve
Maintenance Assist Team (R-MAT) program (see articles in
RESERVIST magazine, Issue 2, 2016).
During the afternoon session 5th District Reserve Command
Master Chief William Princiotta gave a presentation on and
stressed the importance of knowing the details of the Reserve
Component Survivor Benefit Plan (RCSBP). The RCSBP allows a

military member to leave a percentage of his/her future
retirement to a family member. All retirement eligible members
should review the information carefully to familiarize themselves
with the important deadlines, options and regulations that
govern the RCSBP decision making process. Within 90 days of a
member receiving his/her letter confirming 20 years of credible
service for retirement an initial selection must be made which
will affect all or any future monthly annuity payments. To learn
more members are encouraged to view the Reserve Component
Survivor Benefit Plan guide and Form CG-11221 at the following
Pay and Personnel Center website link: https://www.uscg.mil/
ppc/ras/sbp.asp
The valuable contributions and helpful interactions among all
participants made this event a success. Cmdr Kirsten Trego,
Delaware Bay SRO, offered the following observations on the
significance of the combined SERA workshop. “This model of
collaboration fostered [a high level of] transparency and robust
discussion. Sector Delaware Bay will continue to bring the SERAs
together to leverage collective creativity to best support the
Coast Guard, the Reserve Force and individual units as we
continue to execute the mission the American people have come
to expect.”
Lt.j.g Jessica Tull, Chief of Reserve Force Readiness System
staff at Sector North Carolina SFO, added, “The support and
interest that we received from the Headquarters level to the
Sector during this event was incredible. We addressed numerous
concerns, included the important stakeholders and decision
makers, received pertinent information and created a manageable
way forward.”
The workshops concluded with a call from Rear Adm. Austin
during which she expressed her appreciation and support for the
Reserve and all of its members. She also expressed gratitude for
the SERAs and leadership they provide to the Reserve workforce
with the tools, training, experience and direction needed to meet
the Reserve mission: operationally capable and ready personnel
to support the Coast Guard surge and mobilization requirements
at home and abroad.
— Story and photos by PA2 Emaia Rise

Sector North Carolina's Senior
Enlisted Reserve Advisors (SERA),
Reserve Force Readiness System
(RFRS) Staff and Command Master
Chief (CMC) gathered together for
2017 SERA Workshop Saturday,
February 11, 2017. Top Row (L-R):
MKCM Kenneth King (SERA, STA
Wrightsville Beach); YN1 zachary
Libstaff, (RFRS); MKC david
Madison, (SERA, STA Elizabeth
City) and CMC Lou Coleman
(Sector NC, CMC) Bottom Row:
iVCM Everett Baxter (Sector NC,
RCMC); BMCM Mike Freeman
(SERA, STA oak island); YNCM
Rainey Scrocco (SERA, STA Fort
Macon); MEC debbie Williams
(Sector NC, Enforcement-Reserve)
and Lt.j.g. Jessica Tull (RFRS).
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ME1 Carlos Sowell renders a
hand salute to his Great Uncle
Private Charles Hazard.
Photo by GM1 omar Bayness

Reservist’s Persistence Uncovers Remarkable Story
of Sacrifice and Service
On December 15th, 2016, eight members
about my ancestors, where they had come from,
of Special Missions Training Center
and how they lived. I had no idea I would discover
Deployment Training Detachment (SMTCsuch a profound history of patriotism and
DTD) at Base Portsmouth, Va., conducted a
sacrifice,” Sowell said.
wreath laying ceremony at the grave of Civil
In 1990, Sowell entered law enforcement as a
War Union Soldier, Private Charles Hazard at
Connecticut State Trooper. In 2007, at the age of
the Hampton National Cemetery in Hampton,
38, in his seventeenth year as a Trooper, he joined
Va. Private Hazard’s grave, incorrectly marked
the Coast Guard Reserve. He was first assigned to
and seemingly lost to his descendants, was a
Sector Southeast New England in Providence,
Great Uncle of one of SMTC-DTD’s instructors,
R.I., then to Port Security Unit 301 on Cape
ME1 Carlos Sowell.
Cod, Mass.
In a private ceremony more than 150 years
“Like many in our service, “Sowell stated, “it
past due, Lt. Jon Berkshire read a eulogy and a
was September 11th, 2001, that compelled me to
wreath was placed at the gravestone of
enter the Coast Guard once circumstances in my
Private Hazard. After years of research, Sowell
civilian career permitted.”
was able to connect another patriotic branch
Sowell served in Kuwait and on the Iraqi Oil
to his family tree.
Platforms on the Security Response Team in
The headstone of Pvt. Charles Hazard.
In our Nation’s Bicentennial year of 1976,
2009, with Combined Task Group 56.5. He
Sowell was in second grade. He was the only student of color in his
returned to his civilian job for several years before retiring in
class, well-liked by his peers and teachers alike. As a weekend
2012, after 22 years of police service. It was then that he began
homework assignment, his teacher asked the class to ask each of
one of many tasks on his “bucket-list”; to research his
their parents about their ancestors, what countries they came
family’s history.
from, and to give a short description to the class the following
“What I found through my research was astounding. I had no
Monday. As the class concluded, his teacher quietly whispered in
idea that some of my ancestors had touched or participated in so
Carlos’ ear, “Carlos, you don’t have to do your homework
many historical events in our American history.”
assignment. Your ancestors were slaves.”
Sowell learned that his 5th Great Grandfather, Private Simeon
“I believe wholeheartedly that my second grade teacher thought
Simons, a Native American man from Norwich, Conn., joined the
she had acted with my best interest at heart when she excused me
Continental Army in January of 1780, and served in the 1st Rhode
from that homework assignment. I remembered this instance
Island Infantry Regiment. His unit was among the last units who
through my adult life which helped compel me to want to learn
saw combat at the Battle of Yorktown in October of 1781, during
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the Raid at Redoubt #10. According to Regimental records, Private
Arlington National Cemetery, adorned with wreaths and covered in
Simons was present and witnessed the British surrender
snow, circulated around the internet. Suddenly, the project received
at Yorktown.
national attention. This year volunteers laid over 700,000 memorial
Two generations later, when the nation was cast into a bloody
wreaths at 1,000 locations in the United States and beyond,
civil war, four of Private Simons’ grandchildren served in the U.S.
including ceremonies at the Pearl Harbor Memorial, as well as
Army. Among them was Sowell’s 3rd Great Grandfather and 3rd
Bunker Hill, Valley Forge and the sites of the September 11
Great Uncle, Private Charles W. Hazard, who both served in the
tragedies. This was accomplished with help from 2,047 fundraising
29th Connecticut Volunteers, an all “Colored” Unit in the Union
groups, corporate contributions, and donations of trucking,
Army. Late in the war, during the Siege of Petersburg, Va., the 29th
shipping, and thousands of helping hands.
Connecticut, along with the 8th U.S. Colored Troops, were involved
“It would be great if every service member could find a bit of
in the offensive to dislodge Confederate forces from an entrenched
time to give back to those who came before us.” stated MECS Clinton
position near the outskirts of the Confederate capital of Richmond,
Paul of SMTC-DTD, an Operation Iraqi Freedom Combat Veteran.
Va. On October 27, 1864, at the Second Battle of Darbytown Road,
“It’s not often that you can show support for a fellow shipmate
the 29th assaulted an entrenched Confederate force near the Kell
while paying respect to an American hero.” stated CWO2 Nelson
Farm House. There Union forces suffered an overwhelming defeat
Del Valle. “I am extremely honored to be part of this ceremony.”
sustaining almost 1,800 casualties while inflicting only
Lt. Jon Berkshire, Training Officer of SMTC-DTD stated, “ME1
approximately 100 against their Confederate foes. Among the
Sowell has shown a strong passion towards researching his family
wounded was Sowell’s Great Uncle Private Charles Hazard. He was
history and you could tell he was emotionally invested in not only
removed from the battlefield, suffered an upper extremity
identifying his lineage but also recognizing their accomplishments.
amputation, and was transported to Fort Monroe Hospital, Va.,
We were proud to participate in the wreath laying ceremony, not
where he spent his last Christmas. In January of 1965, Private
only to support our shipmate but also to ensure the brave actions
Hazard died from his wounds at the age of 20. He was only one of
of Private Charles W. Hazard were not forgotten.”
countless soldiers whose death and internments went overlooked
Private Charles Hazard was eulogized in a gravesite speech read
and unceremonious. So much so that Private Hazard’s gravestone
by Berkshire. In it he stated:
is still misspelled as “Hesard,” among rows of other brave Civil
“On this day, let us convey our gratitude and remember Private
War heroes.
Charles W. Hazard, his sacrifice and his dedication to his family, his
“Moving from Connecticut to Virginia in 2016, allowed me to
community, his tribe, and his nation. And during this holiday
continue my genealogical research and, with a good amount of
season, let us honor all of the courageous Americans who bravely
effort, locate the grave of my Great Uncle Hazard buried in the
carried our nation’s flag to pass to future generations, and indeed
Hampton National Cemetery. When I discovered his grave amongst
onto us, to both bear and to defend. As President Lincoln eloquently
a field of other soldiers who died in service, our unit here at the
stated in his address at Gettysburg, ‘they gave the last full measure
USCG Special Missions Training Center was moved to demonstrate
of devotion -- that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not
our appreciation for my great uncle’s sacrifice and that of so many
have died in vain -- that this nation, under God, shall have a new
others,” stated Sowell.
birth of freedom -- and that this government of the people, by the
BMC Andrea Tole of the SMTC Detachment spoke to the occasion
people, for the people, shall not perish from the earth.’
stating, “Something with gravity like this, that affects someone on
“I am extremely proud to have found my uncle’s grave and to
our team, affects us all. Having a sense of self and personal history
have the opportunity to demonstrate my appreciation for his
is what defines us before we each put the uniform on. (Petty
sacrifice and to tell his story.” Sowell stated after the ceremony.
Officer) Sowell was missing part of his past, and having found it, his
“And I am extremely proud and honored to work with such an
success brought a sense of community and reverence to us all here
extremely supportive and dedicated team of professionals here
at the SMTC-DTD. It may have been a personal endeavor to Carlos,
at SMTC.”
— Story by Lt. Cmdr. Brandi Graham
but we each embraced it as fellow veterans and as grateful citizens
to those who thanklessly went before us.”
The opportunity to volunteer to conduct
wreath layings was first acted upon at SMTCDTD by ME1 Jon Douglass who coordinated a
group of volunteers from the unit to assist the
Horton Wreath Society compose and place
Christmas wreaths at the graves of American
service men and women at the Albert G.
Horton, Jr. Memorial Veterans Cemetery in
Suffolk, Va. Since 2008, The Horton Wreath
Society has provided live wreaths for every
grave site at the cemetery. SMTC-DTD, along
with other military and civilian volunteers,
spent over one hundred man-hours to assist
in the preparation and the laying of over 7000
wreaths at the cemetery.
SMTC dTd members stand at attention during a Wreath Laying Ceremony commemorating the
ME1 Douglass stated,” It was a great honor
sacrifice of fallen Union Army Soldier, Private Charles W. Hazard of the Connecticut 29th Volunteer
to do something for those who gave their lives
infantry, at Hampton National Cemetery in Hampton, Va., on december 16, 2016. Private Hazard
for us. May God bless them and their families.”
is an ancestor of ME1 Carlos Sowell of SMTC-dTd. deployment Training detachment team members
Formal Wreath Layings were started by
from left to right are as follows: YN2 Matthew Mashura, ME1 Carlos A. Sowell, ME1 Jonathan B.
Morrill Worcester, owner of Worcester
douglass, GM1 omar K. Bayness, BMC Andrea J. Tole, MECS Clinton J. Paul, CWo2 Nelson F. del
Wreath Company of Harrington, Maine in
Valle. Photo by Lt. Jon Berkshire
1992. A 2005 photo of the gravestones at
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USCG Reserve celebrated its 76th Anniversary during a ceremony at CG Headquarters on February 21, 2017. Shown here cutting the anniversary cake are (L-R)
CGRF-MC Eric Johnson, iT2 Charles Brent Fries (AdoS, ESd New York), iT2 Carlos Amaros (AdoS, ESd Atlantic City), iT2 Mark Eric AdoS Konik (AdoS, ESd New
York) and Rear Adm. K. Hinrichs, director of Reserve and Military Personnel. iNSET: The 76th Anniversary logo.
Photo by: PA2 Emaia Rise

Reserve Celebrates 76th Anniversary
On February 21st the Director of Reserve, Rear Adm. Kurt
Hinrichs, presided over the official ceremony commemorating
the 76th Anniversary of the establishment of the Coast Guard
Reserve. The celebration was held at the Douglas A. Munroe
Headquarters building in Washington, D.C., and was attended by
numerous Coast Guard leaders including the Deputy
Commandant for Operations, Vice Adm. Charles Ray and Deputy
Commandant for Mission Support, Vice Adm. Sandra Stosz.
Despite the many challenges faced by the Reserve over the
past few months, Rear Adm. Hinrichs took time “not just to
reflect on where we’ve been, but to look to the horizon with
optimism.” He mentioned two specific areas for optimism; the
direction of the Reserve and, most importantly, the adaptability
and resilience of Coast Guard reservists.
During the ceremony Hinrichs noted, “Our direction has
never been clearer” as seen in the Commandant’s establishment
of prioritized missions expected of the Reserve Component. To
help “provide all members of the Coast Guard a clear
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understanding of the purpose and direction of the Reserve,”
Hinrichs unveiled brand-new Reserve Mission and Vision
Statements. These statements will also serve as basis for
development of a comprehensive, multi-year strategy for
building and managing the Reserve Component.
At the conclusion of the ceremony, Hinrichs and Coast Guard
Reserve Force Master Chief Eric Johnson cut the ceremonial cake
with assistance from three newly advanced reservists IT2 Carlos
Amaro, IT2 Mark Konik and IT2 Charles Fries.
The readiness and responsiveness of IT2 Amaro, IT2 Konik
and IT2 Fries to the needs of the Coast Guard, as exemplified by
their current willingness to serve on active duty orders in
support of the Coast Guard Cyber Command, are the epitome of
what it is to be a reservist. Their sense of duty, purpose and
responsibility along with that of hundreds of other Coast Guard
reservists, honors those who came before and serves as an
inspiration to those who will follow.
— Submitted by Cmdr. Alex Foos, CG-1313

FEEL BETTER

CG SUPRT has launched a new mobile, self-management intervention based in CBT and Positive
Psychology that can help CG SUPRT eligible members track, understand, and improve their mood,
and become more resilient. It is available at any time, on any smart phone, tablet, and desktop.

HOW IT WORKS:
MoodHacker encourages self-management through a
practical, real-life, and holistic intervention approach.
Healthy habits that encourage physical activity, sleep,
nutrition, and social support are woven into the user
experience. Knowing which activities affect us in a positive
way helps us plan healthier, happier days.
The app is used daily to rate mood, chart positive activities,
and keep personal notes on what was motivating or
challenging. Then users can view 7-day and 30-day charts
to see what’s working and what can be improved.

Personalized messages guide users on a proven
intervention pathway and relevant feedback about what
is working encourages users to stay on track. Helpful
resources incorporated within the app, such as animated
videos and articles, communicate key points.
MoodHacker is available to USCG Active Duty members,
civilian employees, members of the Selected Reserve, and
their family members. Services are free and confidential
within the limits of the law. To get started, click on the link
to “On-Demand, Personalized Resilience Building” on the
CG SUPRT homepage.

The CG SUPRT Program is free and confidential within the limits of the law. It is also easy to access. Help is available 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year— at 855-CG SUPRT (855-247-8778) or online at www.cgsuprt.com

ReseRvist Magazine

FeAtURe StoRy

Capt. Walter Handy's original sword
and Ensign shoulder boards from his
enlistment in 1942.
Photo by CWo Anastasia devlin
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Hidden
Figure
The man who led the effort
to save the Coast guard reserve
Story by
CWO3 Anastasia Devlin, USCGR

Author/Editor’s Note: The opportunity for this story came to us from a family member who wrote to the RESERVIST, telling us their
patriarch offhandedly mentioned how he’d joined the Coast Guard 75 years earlier. This man had quietly retired in 1975 after a 33-year
career. When we contacted him to discuss his time in, he wrote back with several interesting stories, and he included proof of things we
were amazed to see in black and white.
During an interview at his home nestled in the Shenandoah Valley, we learned much about the quarter-century long, missing section of
our story on the Coast Guard Reserve’s 75 year history: 1946-1972.
This installment of the story is just the first of two, although we may need more than two to cover all of its aspects, and it will culminate
with President Nixon’s multiple attempts to disband the Coast Guard Reserve.
As we’re sure you’ll come to see, the timeliness of this story is amazing – something you’ll notice especially in the next issue. It serves as a
reminder of why we at the RESERVIST continue to document the history of our prestigious Service.

The early Years

20

As long as I’ve been writing stories
about the Coast Guard, I’ve never had the
honor of documenting something like
this. As a rule, journalists don’t usually
include themselves in their own story, at
the cost of objectivity, but no matter how
I tried to reword, I couldn’t stop the awe
from coming through in my voice. I gave
up, and reracked the story so you, dear
reader, can meet Captain Handy through
my eyes.
When we received the email from his
niece, I wrote to say of course we’d love to
hear about what the Reserve experience
was like 75 years ago. Capt. Walter K.
Handy, U.S. Coast Guard Reserve (ret.),
may have turned 99 in March, but his
reply might have come from any military
officer today. When I tell you this man
is sharp as a tack, I have the email with
subheads, itemized lists, and bullet points
to prove it. I forwarded his response to RESERVIST editor Jeff
Smith, letting him know this might be something even more
special than we’d expected.
We made the two-hour drive out to Handy’s century-old,
two-story country home. The quaint setting was complete
with a large American flag posted outside the front door, and
chickens chasing each other around the yard. When we shook
hands, I realized how unsettling it was to meet a man who’s been
a member of the Coast Guard Reserve from the very first year
there was a Coast Guard Reserve.
The captain walked us to comfortable chairs in the living room,
and, after ensuring we had cups of coffee, he launched into topics
so detailed I had to pull out my voice recorder.
Handy was relaying memories, events, and references right
down to the middle initial of each name, seamlessly spelling the
last names for me as he went along (obviously from time spent in
a career where he was accustomed to someone taking dictation).
I couldn’t help smiling, and I threw Jeff sideways glances,
thinking how Handy irreverently defied his age. It was like he’d
stepped back into 1949, and the details of each story were so
specific, you’d think they’d happened yesterday at lunch.
Born in Virginia in 1918 at a now defunct Alexandria hospital,
Handy grew up in the Washington, D.C. area. A bright child
from the beginning, he received a scholarship to the American
University, but he attended two other colleges at night to finish his
bachelor’s in three years. His determination and drive were even
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more evident when he immediately went
to work on his master’s in Economics
and Public Administration, earning the
respect of his professors, who saw his
potential.
Armed with the right background (and
quite a few recommendation letters),
Handy went to work for the Department
of the Treasury around 1940, where he
helped isolate the finances of enemy
nations – much like the financial
sanctions against “bad actors” we hear so
much about today. Remember, the Coast
Guard was part of Treasury until 1967
before being moved to the newly-created
Department of Transportation, but more
on that later.
When Pearl Harbor was devastated in
the attack of December 7, 1941, Handy
was selected to be drafted into the
Army, but he was deferred for “terrible”
eyesight. The bombing of Pearl Harbor deeply affected him, and
Handy said he knew that with the pace of the war, it was only a
matter of time before he’d “eventually end up holding a pencil
or on the battlefield, not able to see what I was shooting at.” He
was determined to offer his background in administration and
finance in the fight against the Axis powers (Germany, Italy and
Japan), but was turned down by the Navy, again for his extreme
nearsightedness. While working at the Treasury, the Coast
Guard’s name came across his desk, and Handy decided to offer
his services one last time.
The Coast Guard eventually granted a waiver for his eyesight
(ironically signed by the Coast Guard’s future commandant, then
Cmdr. Merlin O’Neill), and within a month of sending his initial
letter, Ens. Handy was the Coast Guard Reserve’s newest officer.
After a brief school, he went to work for the Captain of the
Port of Norfolk, executing the port security program there. The
security of America’s ports was designated as the Coast Guard’s
responsibility with the passage of the Espionage Act of 1917.
(The Captain of the Port authorities were further defined by
the Magnuson Act in 1950.) Handy served on details between
Norfolk and Newport News, Va., until the end of World War II.
He established and commanded a 300-man barracks for his
port security operations at the Army’s Hampton Roads Port of
Embarkation. He and his teams conducted port security patrols
and executed security checks aboard foreign vessels in port.
They escorted vessels in and out of port, including the Port

(Lt.) Robin Hood to the Rescue
Within the binders and binders of historical documents Handy kept over the years, I
found several crinkle-edged, original letters detailing his conversations with the Fifth
Coast Guard District in 1942. The idea that I was holding 75-year-old letters wasn’t
lost on me.
Shortly after his twenty-fourth birthday in 1942, Handy wrote two letters to the Fifth
Coast Guard District in Portsmouth, Va. “Dear sir, …[I]n view of my highly specialized
training and experience, I feel certain that I could be of service in the financial aspect
of the Coast Guard’s work… I thank you for your consideration, and sincerely hope that
I will be permitted to serve with the Coast Guard Reserve. Please telegraph me collect if
any further information is desired.”
Telegraph. Me. Collect.
Because this is 75 years ago. When we still telegraphed people.
A man with the unlikely name of Lt. Robin Hood wrote back and said it was worth a
shot to see if Handy could get a waiver.
Handy stops us here with a conspiratorial look.
“I made an appointment to go down for an appointment [to Norfolk] with Robin
Hood, and I attempted a little bit of cheating to get in,” said Handy, eyes twinkling as
he relayed the memory. “Now, I’m not a regular cheater, but I decided it was worth it
to get in… so I memorized the whole chart: E-F-P-T-O-Z-L-P-E-D-P-E-C-F-D! How’s that
for a 75-year-old memory? Yep, I memorized the whole thing… and then Robin Hood
changed the chart on me!”
We can’t help cracking up. His memory really is sharp as a tack.

of Baltimore. Handy oversaw the cleanup of the infamous SS
MONTANA disaster in June 1943.
When the end of the war came in late 1945, almost all the
enlisted Coast Guardsmen were released from active duty, and
most of the officers were transferred to the Inactive Ready
Reserve. The officers met occasionally in informal settings to
exchange and compare information about their war-time port
security assignments. There was no training program, curriculum
or coordination with the active duty, and that didn’t sit right with
Handy, who’d gone back to his job at the Treasury.
“We were just a list of names,” he said. “If we were called
suddenly, most of us were just rusty on everything that we had
done. We didn’t know any of the newer developments in the port
security area. We’d had no training since 1946.”

SS MONTANA
The SS MONTANA, a naval tanker loaded with
ammunition, had collided with the SS JOHN MORGAN,
a cargo ship on its maiden voyage. Along with tanks,
jeeps and motorcycles, the civilian ship was carrying
airplane parts, which were blown through the side of
the MONTANA into the high-octane tanks the Navy
was taking overseas. The explosion produced heat so
intense that the MONTANA’S anchor was melted onto
the deck. The captain of the port authorized several
loads of dry ice to be dropped onto the tanker to
extinguish the fire. Handy served as the Coast Guard’s
Officer-in-Charge, providing the security for the Navy
while the MONTANA was salvaged.

The Coast Guard had requested appropriations of $4.1 million
and $3.6 million in the past to start a Reserve training program,
but had been shut down by Congress, almost without discussion.
There just wasn’t enough awareness of the Coast Guard and the
Reserve’s missions.
But the underdog Service was about to discover its own
underdog: Lt. Walter Handy.
Now, I can’t tell who benefitted more from this, but it’s a lynch
pin in the whole story. One thing the clever young officer had
going for him: his office at the Treasury was located about a block
and a half down the street from “the old Coast Guard building,” in
downtown Washington, D.C.
Imagine exacting any kind of change amid the technology
of the 1940s. You may be putting together the Coast Guard’s
good fortune of having a Reserve officer with a background in
administration and finance located a block and a half away. This
meant that Handy was both uniquely qualified AND conveniently
positioned to be the squeaky wheel the Coast Guard Reserve so
badly needed.
He also had a lot of confidence. Around 1948, the 31-yearold lieutenant approached Assistant Commandant Adm. Merlin
O’Neill with an idea for a voluntary training program. (Side note:
O’Neill would eventually be the man the reservists themselves
would occasionally refer to in letters and speeches as, “the father
of the Reserve” for all his backing in rehabilitating the Reserve. No
slight intended toward Adm. Waesche, of course.) Upon Handy’s
recommendation, O’Neill authorized the formation of non-paid,
voluntary training units, or VTUs. The officers in each VTU would
meet for a few hours once or twice a month, in the evenings. The
Washington, D.C., VTU was the first, and Handy referred to it as a
“composite unit” made up of multiple job specialties. Eventually,
the engineering officers broke off and began their own meetings,
and soon the pay and supply officers followed suit.
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A sit-down interview with Capt.
Walter K. Handy, USCGR (Ret.)
during which he discusses the
stand up of the Coast Guard's
Washington Chapter of the
ROA as well as how the change
of the Coast Guard's parent
organization from the Dept.
of Treasury to the Dept. of
Trasnportation greatly impacted
his ability to train and his
decision to stay in the Reserve.

While the VTU program was a start, Handy knew more formal
training was needed, along with the enlisted billets to support.
At the end of April 1949, Handy and two other reservists were
called to active duty for a few weeks to flesh out the idea for a
real training program, which would incorporate the VTUs into
port security efforts. One of the reservists, Lt. Cmdr. Malcolm
McGuire, was from Seattle, and upon his return, McGuire sought
support from his Washington State senator. Sen. Harry P. Cain
agreed to support an amendment to secure funding for the
Reserve training program and Handy pitched in to help.
Handy and Cain’s letters slowly traveled back and forth
across the country as the young lieutenant prepped Cain

for his upcoming statement to the Senate Subcommittee on
Appropriations, including written support from the Navy for the
Coast Guard’s port security mission and references to a 1947
(Congressionally-directed) survey recommending upkeep of a
Coast Guard Reserve for the port security mission.
Using Handy’s materials, Cain fervently defended the Coast
Guard’s mission, purpose, and importance. Unfortunately, the
request for $1 million to jump start the training program was
still denied – especially frustrating given the fact it was a mere
fraction compared to the other armed services’ combined
requested (and approved) Reserve appropriation figure of more
than $813 million.

The Importance of Networking
Handy occasionally visited “the Coast Guard Building” on
Pennsylvania Ave. and 13th Street in downtown Washington, D.C.
(The location of Coast Guard headquarters was ever-changing
over the last half of the twentieth century as departments were
shuffled due to administration changes over the years.) While
there, he met “Lt. Cmdr George Downing, D-O-W-N-I-N-G, he was
from a New England wealthy socialite family who believed in
having a lot of social contacts.”
Downing called Handy aside and suggested that what the
Reserve really needed was an organization to promote itself.
“He suggested that I form a chapter of the Reserve Officers
Association [ROA],” said Handy.
He obtained the Reserve officers’ names and addresses from
Coast Guard Headquarters, and sent them a letter informing
them of the intent to form an ROA chapter to fight for a Reserve
appropriation. Three hundred officers signed up. Though the
first ROA charter was granted in 1949 to the DC chapter, Handy
eventually broke the membership into smaller, more manageable
chapters nationwide.
“The first thing we had to do after setting up the Washington
chapter was cultivate political contacts in the House, the Senate
and the Treasury,” said Handy. “So, strategically, instead of just
accepting the [new] charter from the ROA, we planned a ‘charter
presentation’ dinner.”
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We’re almost three hours into the interview before Handy’s
niece Theresa is able to convince him to stop long enough to eat
half a sliced chicken sandwich. His thoughts continue shortly
after , and presses on as we munch our own sandwiches and
listen raptly. Jeff and I are shaking our heads at how clever
and well-thought out this 1949 lieutenant version of Captain
Handy is.
The charter presentation dinner, held in October 1949, would
be the first of several held at the Officers’ Club in the Naval
Gun Factory near what is referred to today as the Navy Yard in
Washington. Handy invited Reserve and active duty officers [or
‘regulars’ as he called them], Secretaries and executives of the
Departments of Defense and Treasury, and anyone else with any
clout who might be able to speak on the Coast Guard’s behalf.
“The main problem we had in Congress…was 99 percent of the
people didn’t know anything about the port security program, or
even the Coast Guard itself,” said Handy. Each VIP was tactically
assigned a chapter member as a host or hostess to” provide
introductions and liquid refreshments”.
The objective of the dinner was to demonstrate support for the
Reserve “all the way to the top.” He purposely coordinated his
requests for guest speakers at the dinner to show support for the
Reserve and “grind down opposition” in future appropriation
attempts.

Curled-edge, black and white photos of the event showed men
laughing and talking over cocktails and cigars, uniforms mixing
with suits, presentations made over vintage microphones. (No
ladies were invited, with the exception of female officers.) The
dinner was a success, and Handy’s ever-ticking mind made a
mental note to make it an annual event.
Coverage of the dinner was (strategically) made available to
magazines and local papers. Handy himself drafted multiple
articles for publication in late 1949, highlighting the reasons for
having a strong Reserve force available for emergency recall, one
that was trained to fight fires, supervise military outloads and
protect against sabotage.
In early 1950, as part of his congressional outreach efforts,
Handy and his team sent copies of his articles to key members
of Congress, as well as the Coast Guard ROA chapters. Reserve
officers were instructed to educate their congressmen and
senators on Reserve efforts, write opinion letters and editorials,
and gain support from local stakeholders (heads of shipping
companies, shipbuilding companies, drydocks, and marine
terminals) for a Coast Guard Reserve appropriation.
By now, Handy was spending quite a bit of his (and the
Treasury’s) time working on the Coast Guard’s behalf. Handy’s
narritive would strike true with many of the Coast Guard’s
reservists today:
“I had a very understanding boss, and he had a very
understanding boss, and at lunch time I could walk down and
meet with people at the Coast Guard office. Also, at the time,
my secretary, poor girl, my secretary also had to type quite a
bit of Coast Guard material in addition to our own work. … [F]
requently, I’d tell my secretary, ‘Mark me down for two hours of
annual leave, I'll be over at the Coast Guard,’ and so that’s the way
that worked. I used quite a bit of my annual leave in one or two
hour bits like that while I went to Coast Guard Headquarters to
work on all kinds of things.”
Handy’s older daughter Jean, with long gray hair flowing over
her shoulders, had been listening to her father’s stories. She
laughed at this point, remembering her perspective as a child.
“We had an official term, it was called ‘daddy’s Coast Guard
calls,’ and what that meant was, ‘He’s on
the telephone, and he’s going to be on the
telephone for the next three hours, don’t
bother him.’” She and her younger sister
Carol laughed at they recalled the family’s
understanding of their father’s dedication
to his mission.
Despite the personal cost to his family,
Handy’s persistence was tireless, and he
began to see a glimmer of progress.
One of contacts recommended by
the “socialite” Downing was Walter P.
Kennedy, the administrative assistant
to a congressman from New Jersey.
Kennedy, Downing and Handy worked
together to get Congressman Gordon
Canfield to introduce a $1 million initial
appropriation.
Canfield jumped at the chance, and he
and his secretary became fast friends
with the officers.

They began to work in earnest, and Coast Guard Reserve
officers nationwide were instructed to get as many congressmen
as they could to vote for the new $1 million amendment. The
National ROA instructed their leaders nationwide to contact their
congressmen, and the National ROA’s lobbyists were directed to
support the amendment as well.
Handy went a step further. As the time for the vote drew near,
he provided lists of congressmen’s names to members of the
Coast Guard ROA’s Washington, D.C. chapter. The officers were
instructed to wait in the galleries and, at the correct moment,
notify members of Congress to head in to vote.
In the meantime, Handy began work on the second annual
Coast Guard Reserve dinner. The dinner was in honor of newly
appointed commandant, but Handy received last minute news
that changed the feel of the event.
In the words of one magazine: “[G]uests attending the dinner
had another unexpected cause for celebration when the House
of Representatives, only two hours before the dinner, tentatively
approved an amendment to provide funds for training for the
USCGR in its vital port security functions.”
The dinner was a resounding success. In his remarks, Vice
Adm. Alfred C. Richmond, a close friend of Handy’s, said the
Reserve would have to “pull itself up by its own bootstraps.”
Handy and the ROA had done just that. As Handy stood at the
head table that night, he thanked Canfield for introducing the
bill, but he also knew the reservists themselves had a lot to do
with the day’s success.
“We could account for most of the votes by which Gordon
[Canfield]’s amendment passed,” said Handy, knowing which
votes had been the result of not-so-subtle Reserve reminders.
The Reserve was back in business.
Now, I don’t know if I could say whether the win would be
attributed to Handy’s persistence, cleverness, and education, or
if it was the correct alignment of the planets that sent him to the
Coast Guard when they so badly needed him. It was a win, and
the start of a lot more work.
After four hours of talking with the captain, all of us were
exhausted, but we promised to come back out. We still had to
hear the rest of the story. �

Capt. Handy with his daughters, Carol (l.) and Jean.
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Right Place, Right Time
Story by PA2 Paul Dragin

During October of last year, with clear
Elizalde's previous lifesaving training in the
skies above and a slight headwind, Lt.j.g.
Coast Guard taught her that in these weather
Joann Elizalde, a reservist at Marine Safety
conditions, especially factoring in the
Unit Chicago and a forester in her civilian
temperature of the water, hypothermia would
career, made her way through dense forest in
certainly be setting in and its effects on
eastern Wisconsin, observing the trees as
Lindner would grow exponentially with each
part of her daily work.
passing minute.
As an urban forester working for a paper
Without making any visual contact and
mill in the region, Elizalde is tasked with
with just a voice to go on, Elizalde had 911 on
marking trees for removal, while also
the phone, directing them to her location. She
ensuring the sustainability of the forests by
continued shouting to Lindner, trying to
avoiding the overuse of natural resources.
encourage him. Recognizing the exhaustion in
Spending a large portion of her working
his voice, she kept communicating to him, to
hours alone in the woods, Elizalde hardly
reassure both him and herself that help was on
expected her Coast Guard training to come in
the way.
handy amid the solitude of the forest.
His responses to her questions grew fainter
Piercing the usual sounds of crunching twigs
and fainter, until they stopped completely.
beneath her feet and the rustling of leaves
"The desperate feeling I had was only
overhead came the voice of what appeared to
intensified by not being able to see or
be a man yelling for help.
comprehend what was happening to him,"
"I was alone in the middle of the forest.
Elizalde explained.
The last thing I expected to hear was another
As emergency units were approaching,
human voice, much less one in distress,"
their sirens caught the attention of a boater in
Elizalde said. Shrugging off her initial
the area who swiftly located Lindner, pulling
skepticism, she tried to make out the
him from the frigid water. The rescue boat
Lt.j.g. Joann Elizalde, a reservist at Marine
direction of the voice and began walking in
arrived shortly after and transferred Lindner
Safety Unit Chicago, and an urban forester
that direction.
safely to shore.
working for a paper mill in her civilian career,
Little did she know, the voice she was
Hypothermic with a core temperature
out in her "office" as part of her daily work.
trying to locate belonged to a 67-year-old
several degrees below normal, the medics
man named John Lindner. His canoe had overturned in Thunder
estimated that had Lindner stayed in the water, he only had
Lake, adjacent to the forest where Elizalde was working. At that
another ten minutes to spare before succumbing.
point, he had already been in the frigid water for about 45 minutes,
Although delirious and barely conscious at the time, Lindner
trying desperately to reach the shore.
distinctly remembered a woman's voice calling out to him,
Realizing that his situation was growing more perilous by the
uttering words of encouragement — "hang on," "help is on the
minute and seemingly out of options, Lindner began calling for
way," "don't give up" — as he was quickly losing all sense of
help as a last resort. Being in such a remote location, especially at
coherence.
that time of the year in Wisconsin when the summer boating
After recovering in the hospital, a lingering question remained
season had ended weeks earlier, he knew the chances were slim
on Lindner's mind: who was that woman who’s voice kept calling
that anyone would hear him.
out to him when all hope seemed lost?
"A dark feeling had come over me: I wasn't going to make it
A determined Lindner managed to track her down. "I wanted
back to shore," Lindner said.
the chance to personally thank her for helping to save my life," he
Meanwhile, Elizalde kept tracking the voice, bringing her to the
said.
edge of the forest where the ground became a porous mix of bog
Elizalde credits her early years in the Coast Guard — specifically
and swamp. She walked as far as she could before the swamp
her work as a watchstander at a small boat station in Alaska — for
made going any further impossible without entering the water
preparing her to assist in the best way possible, given the
herself.
circumstances. "Thankfully, all of that training from a decade
Realizing by now that Lindner was in the water and with the
earlier came back to me in a critical moment."
wind picking up and the temperature in the low 50's, she knew
Elizdale humbly and simply summed up her actions this way,
that time was of the essence.
"I just feel blessed to have been able to help such a nice man." �
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PSU 311’s security boat on the Khor Abd Allah Waterway near Umm Qasr. (U.S. Coast Guard photo)

Combat Operations of Coast Guard
PSUs in Operation Iraqi Freedom
Story by William H. Thiesen, Ph.D., Historian, Coast Guard Atlantic Area
In 2003, during OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF),
Coast Guard vessels and land-based personnel brought
many vital capabilities to the theater of operations,
including port security units (PSUs).
PSUs are an anti-terrorism, force protection capability
staffed by six active-duty members and approximately 130
Coast Guard Reserve personnel. Until recently, each unit
came equipped with six twenty-five-foot Transportable
Port Security Boats armed with both a 7.62mm and .50
caliber machine gun and powered by twin outboard
motors. Prior to OIF, the Coast Guard maintained six (eight
today) PSUs tasked with protecting strategic shipping
and port facilities, primarily overseas. All had kept busy
following the terrorist attacks on September 11th, 2001.
The PSUs sent to the Northern Arabian Gulf (NAG) would
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operate under the command of the Navy’s Naval Coast
Warfare Group (NCWG) One, which controlled U.S. harbor
defense and in-shore boat units.
The Coast Guard’s Pacific Area (PACAREA) units
preparing to deploy to the Middle East included two Coast
Guard PSUs. Shortly after Thanksgiving 2002, members
of San Pedro, California’s PSU 311 learned they would
serve in support of OIF and received orders to guard the
Mohammad Al-Ahmad Kuwait Naval Base (KNB). It had
been only a few months since PSU 311’s return (April
2002) from a six-month deployment to the NAG. But by
mid-February 2003, the unit packed its gear and began a
journey to the Middle East on board aircraft flying from
March Air Force Base in Riverside, Calif. PSU 311 arrived
at its destination on February 20th.

More port security units would follow as the need
for these specialized units increased in the theater of
operations. On February 17th, Tacoma, Washingtonbased PSU 313 out-loaded from McCord Air Force Base
and began its journey to the Middle East. As with PSU
311, PSU 313 shipped its equipment, boats, vehicles
and ammunition on board cargo aircraft, while the
personnel flew on board chartered jets. 313 arrived in
Kuwait at the same time as 311 and received orders to
set-up operations at the Kuwaiti commercial port of
Ash Shuaybah.
The Coast Guard’s Atlantic Area (LANTAREA)
assigned one of its PSUs to support OIF operations in the
Mediterranean. In late January 2003, PSU 309, based in
Port Clinton, Ohio, received orders for deployment and,
on February 5th, it began an epic journey that included
several different aircraft with stops in Kentucky, North
Carolina and Ireland before arriving at Sigonella Naval
Air Station in Sicily, Italy. After it arrived in Sicily, PSU 309
prepared to maintain security for a NATO pier facility in
Augusta Bay, where inbound Coast Guard patrol cutters
would berth. 309’s operational status remained on hold
temporarily, but by the end of February its members and
assets had arrived in the theater of operations.
At 8:00 p.m. in the evening of March 19th, Coalition
forces initiated OPERATION IRAQI FREEDOM combat
operations with the launch of Tomahawk Missiles
against specific targets in Baghdad. Coalition naval units

began operations early the next morning. An amphibious
force composed largely of British Royal Marines initiated
an amphibious assault against Iraqi defenses on the Al
Faw Peninsula, the location of a large number of Iraqi
oil facilities. These landings would represent the largest
amphibious operation of its kind carried out since the
Korean War. Before these amphibious operations could
begin, however, Coalition forces had to secure the Iraqi
gas and oil platforms of Khor al-Amaya Oil Terminal
(KAAOT) and Mina al Bakr Oil Terminal (MABOT).
Coalition forces collectively termed these gas and oil
platforms as “GOPLATs.”
The mission to capture the GOPLATs had been
planned well in advance. While the typical mission of
a Coast Guard PSU is to secure port facilities, NCWG
One chose to use the port security units to hold the oil
terminals, thereby freeing up SEALs and Marine Corps
units for combat operations. After the terminals had been
cleared of Iraqi troops, explosives and weapons, PSUs
311 and 313 arrived to take control of the facilities. The
port security unit crews boarded eight twenty-five-foot
security boats and set out from the Kuwait Naval Base
(KNB) an hour after SEAL assault forces had secured
the GOPLATs. During the passage, the PSU boats met the
U.S. Army’s large landing craft MECHANICSVILLE and
formed up in close formation near her to complete their
transit to the oil facilities. MECHANICSVILLE stopped
first at KAAOT to deploy members of PSU 311 and its

PSU 309 staff and officers. (U.S. Coast Guard photo)
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PSU personnel taking a break on board a GoPLAT. (U.S. Coast Guard photo)

boats and to on-load KAAOT’s Iraqi army prisoners. Next,
the landing craft steamed to MABOT to deploy PSU 313
members and equipment, and take on board MABOT’s
prisoners.
Before PSU members on board the GOPLATs
established a routine, severe storms rocked the oil
terminals. On March 22nd, just a day after the PSUs
arrived on board the facilities, a storm struck with high
seas and gale force winds. At MABOT, a Navy landing craft
suffered damage after the storm swept it under the oil
terminal, and MABOT’s causeway broke off with the loss
of supplies temporarily stacked on it. Moored to MABOT,
PSU 313’s twenty-five-foot small boats also began to suffer
storm damage, so the boat crews got underway. After
navigating the treacherous seas for hours, the exhausted
crews realized their boats had run dangerously low on
fuel and radioed for assistance. The CG High-Endurance
Cutter BOUTWELL and buoy tender WALNUT arrived and
returned them safely to MABOT. WALNUT also retrieved
MABOT’s drifting causeway and towed it to KNB. A
second storm hit the NAG a few days later, but it caused
less damage to the GOPLATs than the first.
All of the deployed port security units kept busy.
PSU 309 had spent the month of March in Italy lining
up logistics, and command and control functions,
and preparing for operations in other parts of the
Mediterranean. 309 also provided force protection for
the Coast Guard’s patrol cutters and Navy supply ships
docking at Augusta Bay. Meanwhile, most 309 members
received four to five hours of training per day. PSU 309
would continue to serve in Italy until mid-April.
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Back at the GOPLATs, members of PSUs 311 and 313
tried to settle-in to life on board the oil terminals. The
PSU complement for each oil platform represented only
half of each unit’s members since half of PSU 311 and
half of PSU 313 still remained in Kuwait guarding their
respective port facilities. PSU members on both terminals
found the living quarters filthy and rat-infested, so
the Coast Guardsmen set up temporary shelters away
from the terminal’s sleeping quarters. Over time, living
conditions improved as PSU members sanitized the living
quarters and brought on-line the repaired facilities. On
board KAAOT, PSU 311 received a visit from a curious
Iranian patrol boat, which approached the terminal and
video-taped its Coast Guard inhabitants. Otherwise, life
on board the GOPLATs began to settle into a daily routine.
Early in the hostilities, Coalition forces captured Iraqi
port facilities to allow for the shipment of humanitarian
aid and war material. By March 23rd, units of the U.S.
Marine Corps and British military forces had secured
the port facilities at Umm Qasr, Iraq. NCWG One reassigned PSU 311 from its original mission to guard KNB
and tasked it with providing port security at Umm Qasr
on the Khor Abd Allah Waterway. Meanwhile, members
from both PSU 311 and PSU 313 back-filled port security
needs at the commercial port at Ash Shuaybah. Those
311 members not already deployed to the oil terminals
or Ash Shuaybah prepared to depart the KNB for
Umm Qasr.

PSU 311 led the way for Coast Guard land-based
personnel into Iraqi territory. On March 24th, its
members departed KNB towing four trailered twentyfive-foot port security boats. The PSU convoy proceeded
north up the main highway past Kuwait City, Coalition
fortified positions and Kuwaiti tanks before reaching the
United Nations demilitarized zone. The convoy passed
through a final border fence, entered the outskirts of
Umm Qasr and headed through the city to the port.
As soon as the PSU 311 convoy reached the port
facilities, members of the unit readied the boats
for launch, unloaded the vehicles and prepared for
operations. While Coalition forces had secured the
port earlier, snipers occasionally harassed military
operations and, late in the first day, a rocket propelled
grenade landed near the PSU’s new compound. By the
end of the day, PSU staff realized they were the first
Coast Guard personnel to establish a base of operations
on Iraqi soil.
Within very little time, PSU 311’s daily activities
developed into a routine. Members moved into airconditioned tents and installed field showers with solarheated water bags. A British port operations unit took
over control of the port and erected a large galley and
dining facility. NCWG One teams set-up early warning

sensor positions around the port complex and brought
with them an in-shore boat unit. PSU 311 and the NCWG
units would remain in Umm Qasr until late May, when
Spanish units relieved them and assumed control of
port security.
In early spring, some PACAREA units redeployed back
to the United States. In mid-April, PSU 309 personnel
flew from Italy and arrived at KNB to relieve PSU 313.
PSUs 311 and 313 completed their missions on the
GOPLATs by early June, so PSU 313 re-deployed home
on June 15th. Summer saw the turnover of still more
Coast Guard members and units. For example, in August,
Gulfport, Mississippi’s PSU 308 arrived to relieve PSU
309 and assume its duties securing Ash Shuaybah.
During OIF, the Coast Guard performed many vital
functions, including port security. The PSUs did so
efficiently despite the units being divided into three
separate port facilities and two oil terminals. PSU 309
demonstrated that Coast Guard units could serve in
areas lacking any Coast Guard infrastructure, such
as in the Mediterranean. Coast Guard PSUs added an
important chapter to the history of the Service and
lived up to the Coast Guard’s motto of Semper Paratus,
“Always Ready.” �

PSU 309’s port security boat underway. (U.S. Coast Guard photo)
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Recent image of olivia Hooker, namesake for a Coast Guard installation at Sector New York, celebrating her 100th birthday. Courtesy U.S. Coast Guard

Olivia Hooker – Minority Trailblazer and Community Leader
Story by William H. Thiesen, PhD, Coast Guard Atlantic Area Historian
In wartime, men and women of the United States Coast
Guard have fought for the freedoms we hold dear. But this
holds true not only against external enemies who threaten
our way of life, but also less visible forces within American
society that have denied rights and freedoms to its citizens.
This problem has been experienced first-hand by American
minorities, many of whom fought our enemies on one hand
while struggling against institutionalized discrimination
on the other. Such was the case with Olivia Juliette Hooker,
the first African-American woman to don a Coast Guard
uniform.
Born in 1915, in Muskogee, Oklahoma, Olivia Hooker
was six years old when the Klu Klux Klan burned her
father’s clothing store in the infamous 1921 Tulsa Race
Riots. Her family survived the riots, but Hooker’s father
sought a community where his children could get an
education and live without fear of violence. Hooker’s family
moved to Columbus, Ohio, where she graduated from high
school in 1937. Hooker went on to earn a bachelor’s degree
in education at The Ohio State University. For the next eight
years, she remained in Columbus teaching third grade at
the old Garfield School, built in 1883.
Meanwhile, World War II was raging. During the war,
there existed a number of female military corps, including
the Army’s WAC’s, Navy’s WAVE’s, and Coast Guard’s SPAR’s
(acronym for Semper Paratus “Always Ready”). In October
1944, President Franklin Roosevelt ordered that these
female military corps be opened to minority enlistment.
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African American leaders hailed the president’s order.
These leaders included Beulah Whitby, president of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, who stated, “This order from
the commander-in-chief that opens the auxiliary services
of the Navy to Negro women is a beach-head in the battle
for democracy.”
By the time the military opened enlistment to minority
women, Hooker had nearly reached the age of thirty.
However, Hooker’s friend and Coast Guard enlisted man,
Alex Haley, who later earned fame for such literary works as
Roots, encouraged Hooker to join the military. And, though
she had experienced discrimination and racial violence
in her own country, she made up her mind to support the
nation’s war effort and enlist. Hooker first tried to join the
WAVE’s, but the Navy rejected her application.
Early in 1945, she applied to the Coast Guard and the
Service accepted her for enlistment. On February 17, 1945,
a Coast Guard officer swore in Hooker as a member of the
SPARs. That same day, Lt. Margaret Tighe at the Columbus,
Ohio, recruiting station wrote, “It was not easy for Miss
Hooker to take the step of enlistment. She is the first
Negro woman to be accepted by the SPARS, and is in full
realization of this fact. She feels a sincere desire to serve
and further feels that she is opening a field for the young
women of her own race.” Just a few days after her thirtieth
birthday, Hooker had become the first African-American
woman qualified to wear a Coast Guard uniform.
On March 9, Hooker reported to the Coast Guard’s

Manhattan Beach Training Center to begin boot camp.
For six weeks, Hooker rose every morning at 5:00 a.m.
and exercised for an hour before breakfast. Each day of
training included chores, physical training and classes.
She completed basic training in April and, for nine more
weeks, she attended the Coast Guard’s yeoman school at
Manhattan Beach.
After completing her training, Yeoman 1st class Hooker
received orders to Coast Guard Personnel Separation
Center #1 located in Boston. While there, she spent most
of her time preparing discharges for the numerous Coast
Guardsmen returning from the war and re-joining civilian
life. In 1994, Hooker recounted to a public affairs specialist
processing an eighteen year-old out of the Service. On
D-Day, the boy came under heavy fire during the Normandy
landings and, for several hours, laid under a pile of dead
bodies for cover. Hooker commented, “He made the
war seem very real to me.” Hooker served at the Boston
separation center into 1946 and advanced to yeoman 2nd
class.
By mid-1946, most wartime Coast Guardsmen had been
processed out of the Service. The Coast Guard disbanded
the SPARs and Yeoman 2nd class Hooker typed up her
own discharge papers. Using her GI Bill benefits, she
earned a masters degree in psychology from Columbia
University and a Ph.D. in psychology from the University
of Rochester. By the early 1960’s, Hooker began a career
as a psychologist and a professor of psychology at New
York’s Fordham University. She also served as a member
of the Kennedy Child Study Center in the Bronx. In 2002,
she retired at the age of eighty-seven after a long career in
education and mental health care.
Throughout her life, Hooker has been a leader in civic,
community, cultural and educational organizations,
including the NAACP, her local White Plains Child Daycare
Association and Westchester Visiting Nurse Services,
and several other organizations. She has also served as a
consultant on minority issues at Fordham University and
as youth counselor and certified lay speaker in the United
Methodist Church. In 2014, Dr. Hooker expressed her
philosophy toward life: “It’s not about you or me; it’s about
what we can give to this world.”
Dr. Olivia J. Hooker has been a pioneer in the history
of women and minorities in the Coast Guard and the
nation. She believes that her military service taught her
“a lot about order and priorities” and “how to better form
relationships, and how to deal with people without bias
and prejudice.” Despite experiencing hatred and racism in
her youth, she has dedicated her life to serving the needs of
her community and her nation. Now, at the age of 101 years
old, Olivia Hooker remains an example of the Service’s core
values of honor, respect and devotion to duty. �

A candid photograph captured on board a cutter by Coast Guard public
affairs specialist in 1945.
Courtesy U.S. Coast Guard

“She is to be admired for her
initiative and courage. Solely
on the basis of qualifications,
Miss Hooker is one of the most
outstanding young women ever
accepted for the SPARs and it is a
pleasure to recommend her.”
— Lt. Margaret Tighe
(SPAR Recruiter, 1945)
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Boards and Panels Demystified:
A Peek Behind the Curtain
How to ensure your record is ready for Promotion Year 2018 (PY18)
Getting selected by a board to the next higher pay grade or
selected for assignment, advanced education or other
programs by a panel can seem like a perplexing endeavor. Who
manages the boards and panels process? Who sits on the
board or panel as membership? How do you ensure your best
chances of selection? These are just a few of the questions that
surround one of the most important missions of the Reserve
Personnel Management division at the Coast Guard Personnel
Service Center (CG PSC-RPM).
The boards and panels staff consists of four individuals to
include two lieutenants and two petty officers. Each promotion
year the staff is responsible for the successful screening of
over 900 candidate records for various selection boards and
panels; 400 candidates for promotion, 77 candidates for
Senior Command positions, 100 candidates for retention on
the Inactive Status List (ISL) and 120 candidates for post
graduate opportunities. In a few short months, Promotion
Year 2018 (PY18) will kick off. Currently, the RPM Boards and
Panels staff is wrapping up PY17 and working diligently to
ensure the successful execution of PY18.
Often times the board and panel process
is perceived as secretive and mysterious.
Therefore the following questions and
answers are intended to help demystify the
board process and give you a greater
understanding of how to ensure that you
and your record are properly prepared for
the upcoming PY.

mate based on their date of rank and position on the Register
of Officers. Reserve officers are then required to go in-zone
when their running mate does. To assist the fleet with
determining whether they are in-zone during a particular PY,
RPM-1 releases a promotion year kick off message with zone
estimates as well as a 30-day candidate announcement
message prior to a promotion board. It is important to
remember candidate lists can change up until the board/panel
convenes based on a member’s status on any given day.

Who makes up the composition of a promotion board?
According to 14 U.S. Code 730, Reserve promotion boards
are required to be a composition of no less than five members,
of which 50 percent must be Reserve officers. All officers on
the board must be senior in grade to any candidate being
considered for promotion. Board members are screened for
board/panel membership based on their records. This
screening process ensures candidate records are being
reviewed by high performing officers who represent our
diverse Coast Guard and who understand the complex nuances
of the Reserve workforce.

How do I know whether/if I am in zone
during the PY?
Before convening a promotion board, the
Secretary (delegated by the Commandant)
determines the total number of active duty
officers to be selected and promoted to that
grade the following year. Once the number
is determined, a promotion zone is set
consisting of that grade’s most senior
officers on the Active Duty Promotion List
(ADPL). What does this have to do with
Reserve
officers?
Reserve
officer
promotions are dependent upon the active
duty zone due to the “running mate” system.
Each Reserve officer is assigned a running
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CG PSC-RPM Boards and Panels Staff pictured here from left to right are: YN3 Curie Park,
Lt. Baron Rickenbaker, YN3 Antonio Gonzalez and Lt. Toni Pehrson.
Photo by Lt. Aaron McClellan

What items are presented to boards and panels?
Boards and panels are presented with multiple items to
assist in making their selection decisions which include; a list of
all candidates to be considered by the board, the “board/panel
view” of the candidate’s Employee Summary Sheets (ESS),
Reserve point balance statements from Direct Access, any
applicable candidate application packages, communications to
the board/panel (if applicable) and candidate’s Electronically
Imaged Personnel Data Record (EI-PDR). COMDTINST 1410.2
provides a complete list of items viewable by selection boards/
panels which include items such as OERs, educational
transcripts, disciplinary documentation, and awards. Items not
viewable by a board/panel include medical information,
security clearance documents, and family documentation, such
as birth and marriage certificates.

What makes me a competitive candidate?
There are a couple of ways to remain competitive for
promotion. The best way is to have a complete and accurate
record. This includes ensuring you have an up-to-date OER,
have no missing OERs, have an updated ESS, and an accurate
Reserve point balance statement. You can get a copy of your EIPDR to make sure it is accurate. Instructions on how to get a
copy of your EI-PDR can be found at http://www.uscg.mil/psd/
mr/. Another way to remain competitive is to know what each
board or panel will be looking for. Each Spring, the Commandant
publishes specific guidance and expectation to board and panel
membership. That document is, fittingly named, the
“Commandant’s Guidance to Officer Selection Boards and
Panels” and is located at http://www.uscg.mil/rpm/rpm1/
boards.asp. This guidance includes the basic characteristics of
successful officers and serves as the foundation for board/
panel membership to use while building their selection criteria
in which each candidate’s record will be evaluated. Selection
criteria are neither published nor disclosed to any person who
is not a member of the board or panel. Recommendations for
selection can only be made from matters of a candidate’s official
record. A selection cannot be made on rumor, hearsay or an
opinion of a candidate. Per COMDTINST M1000.3 (series),
Article 6.A.3, boards/panels are directed to use four pillars to
establish criteria; performance, professionalism, leadership
and education. Both documents mentioned above are great
tools in helping you prepare for any board or panel. Ultimately,
to quote famed NFL coach Bill Parcells: “You are what your
record says you are.” So make sure your record is accurate
because in the end, documented and sustained high performance
is the best way to remain competitive.

How do I communicate with a board or panel and should I?
14 U.S. Code 730(d) gives officers eligible for promotion the
opportunity to communicate directly to a board or panel, and
PSC Instruction Note 1401 provides guidance on the allowable
content of communications. Letters of communication must be
received by RPM prior to the board/panel convening date. It is
highly recommended the letters are received by RPM 14 days
prior to the board/panel convening date to ensure legal review,
if necessary, and are scanned electronically before the board/
panel convenes. Keep in mind, the purpose of the Letter of
communication is to address a specific matter within the
member’s record. If the communication does not address a
matter of record those parts of the letter will be redacted and
not viewed by the board/panel membership. Most importantly,
the submission or non-submission of a Letter of communication
is not a deciding factor or tie-breaker when candidate records
are evaluated.

The board is meeting next week. Can RPM put documents
(OERs, college transcripts, awards, CG-4082s, etc.) into my
record?

The short answer is no. To avoid the appearance of
impropriety, the boards and panels staff will not add items to
member’s records. You must follow proper procedures
requesting any document to be added to your EI-PDR which can
be found at https://www.uscg.mil/psd/mr/. Again, we
recommend members request a copy of their EI-PDR from PSC
Military Records Branch prior to any board/panel to ensure
there are no missing documents. OERs for Reserve officers who
are candidates for a scheduled board/panel shall not be delayed
and must arrive at PSC RPM-1 no later than 14 days before the
board or panel convening date per PSCINST M1611.1C. PSC
RPM-1 will validate the OER and ensure it is sent to PSC Military
Records for entry into the member’s EI-PDR. Other documents
such as CG-4082’s, awards, college transcripts and qualification
letters should be submitted by a candidate’s Servicing Personnel
Office (SPO), marked “URGENT BOARD ENTRY”, which will then
send the documents to PSC Military Records. Members who
need college transcripts added to their records should follow
the guidance provided by ALCOAST 043/16, “Degree Reporting
Centralization and Validation of Current Degree Completions in
Direct Access for Active Duty (AD) and Reserve (RES).”

Why did I go before the promotion board? My name was not on
the candidate message?

Candidacy for Reserve officer promotion boards is fluid due
to the continual changing of Reserve status and potential lastminute changes to the active duty promotion zone. Changes
such as a movement from the Inactive Status List (ISL) to the
Individual Ready Reserve (IRR), a Reserve officer being released
from Extended Active Duty (EAD), retirements, separations, or
an ADPL officer being rehired into the Reserve could change the
candidate pool up until the day the board convenes. If an officer
moves into an active status whose running mate is in-zone for
promotion, RPM-1 boards and panels staff will add that member
to the candidate list. If the addition to the candidate list occurs
after the 30 day candidate announcement message is published,
RPM-1 will notify and work with the member and the member’s
command to ensure a current OER or Letter of Communication
is submitted/validated and presented before the board/panel.

I am a Reserve officer on EAD, why am I not a candidate on the
Inactive Duty Promotion List (IDPL) board?

Candidacy on Reserve officer promotion boards is based
upon a reservist’s status on the day the board convenes. Only
Reserve officers in an active Reserve status (SELRES, IRR, or
ASL) will be considered by a Reserve promotion board. If a
Reserve officer is on EAD, they are considered to be active duty
and are therefore placed on the ADPL and will compete with
other active duty officers. Similarly, in-zone regular officers
who have Reserve commission authorizations but have not
been separated from active duty the day the board convenes
will be candidates on the ADPL promotion board and not the
IDPL promotion board.

How can I become a board or panel member?

Anyone may apply for board or panel membership as long as
they are a lieutenant or above, have a complete and competitive
military record and are not in-zone for the year in which the
promotion board will take place. To apply to serve on a board/
panel go to www.uscg.mil/rpm/rpm1/boards.asp. If selected
for board/panel membership, members will be contacted via
email by PSC RPM-1 staff. Applications for board/panel duty
are retained for one year.
— Article by Lt. Baron Rickenbaker and Lt. Toni Pehrson
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New C School Training Process
Focused on Improving Readiness
The Coast Guard Reserve exists to provide operationally
capable and ready personnel to support Coast Guard surge
and mobilization requirements in the homeland and abroad.
To be able to accomplish this, the Reserve force needs to be
trained and competent. Over the last few years, the Office of
Reserve Affairs, Commandant CG-131, has worked hard to
improve the training availability to members, streamline
allocation of C School quotas, maximize the return on
investment of the Reserve Training (RT) appropriation and
better communicate training usage to the field. Though not an
all-inclusive list, outlined below are a few of the more
noteworthy initiatives that have come to fruition.
In March 2016, an iDashboard was established to provide
information to field units on C School courses for which the
Coast Guard Reserve has paid quotas and, equally important,
utilization rates of those quotas that get updated throughout
the Fiscal Year (FY). This increased transparency for the unit
and member allows for accurate reporting of quota utilization
and enables users to see both which quotas were purchased
purchased by the Reserve Program and which were provided
to the reservists but not paid for by the RT appropriation. The
new dashboard can be accessed through the Reserve website
top
menu
under
Reserve
Resources>CG-131>CG1311>Training Opportunities [*click* on “Training
Opportunities”]. Connection to the CGOne network is required.
The dashboard is updated quarterly to show quotas used to
date and which courses were attended by reservists.
In February 2016, an improved process in how the Coast
Guard Reserve gains access to courses through the C School
quota build process was implemented. Previously, the Force
Readiness Command (FORCECOM), Training Division began
the build process in February each year by compiling the list of
courses and offering all of the programs an opportunity to pay
for seats in each course. In years past, the Coast Guard Reserve
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would be the last to gain access to the course list after all other
active duty programs had completed their allocations. The
Coast Guard Reserve would then pick from what was left over,
paying for seats in the courses required for individual
qualifications. Often times though, the amounts and types of
courses that were required could not be purchased due to
limited quota availability.
In a new process, the Coast Guard Reserve has been
afforded the opportunity to be one of the first programs to
view course allocations and purchase seats. In 2017, CG-131 is
going into the course build, with the support of other programs
such as Deputy Commandant for Operations (DCO) and
Director of Operational Logistics (DOL), and selecting the
courses that fit the needs of reservists attempting to fulfill
training requirements. This ground-breaking change greatly
shifts the paradigm that we have been working under for the
last decade by giving the Coast Guard Reserve better, more
inclusive access to much needed training. In making this
change, commands and reservists will be better able to plan
their training throughout the year.
“FORCECOM is very excited about the strategic partnership
with the Reserve program codified through a Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU),” reports Cmdr. Steve Ramassini,
FORCECOM-Training, Mission Support Branch Chief. “This
relationship will provide the Reserve program total visibility
and access to the approved C School list and assist them in
their goal of balancing fiscal stewardship and Reserve
readiness throughout the entire Reserve workforce.”
According to Ramissini, the partnership under this MOU
will enable the Force Readiness Command Training
Management staff to have a single touch point for all Reserve
workforce training needs. The introduction of this efficiency
will ensure more consistent service across the Reserve
workforce, total visibility for the Reserve program related to

the training demand signal, and enables the
FORCECOM Training Management team the
ability to better serve and support the Reserve
program's diverse requirements for maintaining
deployment and readiness standards.
Ramissini went on to note that the relationship
puts the Reserve program in the driver seat for
total workforce management to include training
needs across the geographically dispersed area of
operations. The total visibility and access will
enable the Reserve program to coordinate directly
with the Reserve workforce, maximizing the
impact of the scarce resources available to this
critical component of the Coast Guard workforce.
“We in FORCECOM Training are extremely excited about the
blossoming of this partnership and look forward to continuing
support the Reserve Program in the effective management of
their workforce.”
Recently, CG-131 and other key stakeholders re-engineered
the Reserve Individual Training Plan (ITP) and created a new
communication, planning and management system that
facilitates coordinated training against position-required
competencies and career progression requirements. The new
system, called Coast Guard Reserve-Training Management
System (CGR-TMS), was announced in ALCOAST COMMANDANT
NOTICE (ACN) 022/17. It creates a top-down, Service-required
approach that completely reengineers how Reserve training
plans are communicated to members, their commands, and RT
appropriation managers. The new CGR-TMS leverages Coast
Guard Business Intelligence (CGBI) source data to accomplish
four tasks:
• Calculate resident and exportable training demand for CG131 RT appropriation managers, driven by positionrequired competencies and career progression
requirements;
• Build priority candidate slates for resident and exportable
training opportunities to be used by Reserve Force
Readiness System (RFRS) staff and/or unit training
officers to ensure the right reservists are slated for the
right training. This will optimize Active Duty for Training
- Annual Training (ADT-AT) spending by aligning scarce C
School quotas to established position and advancement
requirements, as well as prioritize any other training
requests to remaining RT funding;
• Allow for direct quota allocation of CG-131 funded C
Schools so that targeted members can be slated early in
the fiscal year (FY); and
• Provide an annual ITP for each individual member to
facilitate supervisor-to-member counseling at the start of
each new FY. The new ITP requires no data entry; it will
provide details of individual reservists’ current
participation, administrative and medical readiness
metrics; and details about courses (online/resident/
exportable)
relevant
to
position-required
and
advancement competencies.
Additionally, the new CGR-TMS increases involvement by
RFRS staffs at the DOL, Area, and District levels by affording
them the opportunity to have an increased amount of input into
the prioritization of members requiring C School training. DOL,
Area, and District RFRS will use the CGR-TMS candidate report
to formulate a prioritized list of C School candidates. CG-131
will then communicate the total number of available quotas
after the annual Force Readiness Command (FORCECOM)
C-School quota build process is complete. That information will

be used to prioritize a list of candidates to
allocated seats. CG-131 will communicate back
to DOL, Area, and District RFRS the candidates
selected for each convening of any RT funded
C-School quotas. This allows for earlier
communication of course attendance to members
well in advance of the actual convening date of
each course.
Finally, the Coast Guard Reserve has been
given access to populate the course roster seats
directly, in essence, becoming a slate manager for
Coast Guard Reserve funded C School quotas. In a
newly established collaborative process with
FORCECOM, CG-131 will begin selecting
members and allocating seats for C School courses according to
needs of the Service based on information within the CGR-TMS.
“An unfortunate by-product of the centrally managed system
(ETR based, first-come, first served) is that quotas are filled
primarily based on proactive units who diligently submit for
trainings, not necessarily where the greatest operational need
truly is,” notes Lt Cmdr. Robert Hill, Commanding Officer,
Training Management Center (TQC). “Additionally, in this
system, all units CG-wide are competing for limited quotas, and
special needs of many reservists are not taken into account,
such as, a reservist with full time employment outside of the
Coast Guard that is limited in availability for which sessions of a
course they can attend.
Hill adds that by researching other programs and best
practices, FORCECOM and Office of Reserve Affairs (CG-131)
have partnered together to provide CG-131 the ability to enroll
specific reservists into specific sessions of a course; this ensures
that CG-131 is receiving the return on investment (programmatic
needs being met by the training system) that it should, which in
turn further ensures the overall operational readiness of the
Coast Guard. “From TQC's perspective, it's helping to meet our
mission of getting the right people to the right training at the
right time. This is truly a case of a win-win for all stakeholders
and I'm glad to have been a part of getting this process put into
place,” Hill reports.
The DOL, Area, and District RFRS will have the responsibility
to identify, by name, members in their AORs who are identified
by priority candidate reports from CGR-TMS as having the
highest priority to attend training when quota allocations are
communicated to them by CG-131. The priority lists will be used
in populating rosters for each course the Coast Guard Reserve
has purchased a quota to attend. This allows for more advanced
notice to members of C School attendance and controlled
allocation of quotas based on our Service needs. This initiative
also maximizes cost efficiencies by providing the ability to
forecast our budget needs for courses all the way throughout
the FY. Our anticipation is that when the C School course
convening schedule is approved and published, CG-131 will be
able to go into the rosters at the beginning of the FY and populate
them with Reserve members that have the highest priority
based on Service need according to the CGR-TMS and input from
the Areas and the DOL.
Our goal is to continue to have the best trained force to meet
the ever growing needs of our Service. These new initiatives
make significant strides in prioritizing who gets training when
and, at the same time, maximizing lead times to assist reservists
in accommodating the civilian schedules. This collaborative
effort is a huge part of making our Reserve the best qualified,
most effective dedicated surge force it can be.
— Story by Lt. James McKnight, CG-1311
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Building Sustainable ICS Readiness and Capacity
Recognizing the need for additional
capacity in the area of Incident Command
System (ICS) expertise, Office of Crisis and
Contingency Planning and Exercise Policy
(CG-CPE) has been working with the
Reserve Component Force Planning
Working Group (RCFP-WG) to improve the
ICS training and qualification system for
reservists.
This effort has genesis in the ICS
Concept of Reserve Employment (CORE)
doctrine relating to Response and
Contingency Preparedness (ALCOAST
052/13 DTG 071719Z FEB 13). The
original CORE doctrine prompted CG units
to review and adjust the competencies
assigned to each Reserve Billet against the
mobilization needs of the Coast Guard.
Further, CORE message 5 stated that CG HQ
Program Offices, working jointly with
The Coast Guard and other federal, state, and industry partners participated in a response exercise
Area, District, and Sector Planning Staffs
in Houma, Louisiana, March 8. The purpose of the exercise was to improve the effectiveness of the
intended to develop surge staffing
involved agencies during an oil spill response.
Photo by Petty officer 3rd Class Brandon Giles
requirements along with a force allocation
process in accordance with Volumes I and
CG-CPE has collaborated with CG-131, Training Center
II of the Contingency Preparedness Planning Manuals.
Yorktown, Deputy Commandant for Mission Support,
Currently, the RCFP-WG, which is comprised of both
FORCECOM and other stakeholders of the RCFP-WG to assess
Headquarters Offices (e.g. CG-CPE, and CG-741) and Force
and improve the training system success in meeting the
Managers (e.g. LANT, PAC, DOL), is reviewing the contingency
requirements. This assessment will be used to prepare a training
work requirements that should underlie the billet structure as
system implementation plan and to identify funding and staffing
well as the competencies assigned to the Reserve Component as
requirements to support an increase in the Coast Guard’s overall
a whole. As part of the RCFP work, a review of ICS and other
ICS training capacity. “Our efforts, over time, will significantly
contingency work within the Shore Forces construct was
reduce the [training quota] deltas with a training program
recently led by the Office of Shore Forces (CG-741). One of the
specifically designed to strategically target those who require
outcomes of this review is the pre-identification of billets with
training for their assignment” said Deptula."Our hope is that
assigned competencies that require an ICS C-school. Capt.
through providing a consistent training platform and an
Daniel Deptula, CPE Office Chief stated: “Our aim is to help
established pathway for reservists to attain competencies, we
support this initiative by providing targeted ICS training” to the
will have increased the Reserve capacity and capability to assist
pre-identified members. “Prior to our intervention, we failed
incident management operations across the Coast Guard."
our Reserve members by often not providing a clear pathway for
Resolution to the ICS training challenges is one of many
training, qualification, and adequate time for members to plan
positive outcomes of the organization-wide dialogues facilitated
for attendance.”
by the Reserve Component Force Planning WG. The framework
of a standardized billet map for shore forces units developed by
In addition to the Shore Forces billet review, there are RCFPCG-741 will align needs of the operational commanders with
WG sub-working groups focused on ICS requirements and
not only formal C-school training as described in this article, but
competency assignments throughout the field (Areas/Districts)
also on-the-job training capacities of each shore forces unit. The
and within the Mission Support Construct (DCMS/DOL). CG-CPE
Executive Steering Group of the RCFP-WG endorsed the
and CG-131 have developed Reserve specific ICS business rules
framework and approved CG-741 to move forward with a
to inform the efforts of the sub-WGs. Deptula noted, “As we
collaborative review and billet adjudication process with the
began our review of the Reserve portion of our PAL … it became
field, slated to occur this summer. These successes have paved
apparent that more detailed national business rules needed to
the way for similar initiatives in DCMS/DOL, Areas and Districts,
be developed to support the … re-alignment effort.” The business
and are illuminating the optimal work, size, and shape of our
rules provide a rank/rate crosswalk to the ICS competencies
reserve workforce. By fostering cross-organizational
with significant flexibility when choosing which ICS competency
stewardship of the RC, the RCFP-WG is ensuring that Reservists
to assign a Reserve member. “We have also predetermined ICS
are prepared to do the right work when called to action.
quotas for every ICS course which will allow the CG to increase
RCFP-WG Portal Page: https://cg.portal.uscg.mil/units/
its reserve capabilities, predetermine unit Reserve ICS needs,
cg131/Reserve%20Force%20Planning%20Working%20
and allow reservists adequate time prior to receiving orders to
Group/SitePages/Home.aspx
know that they will be attending ICS training well in advance,”
— Submitted by Lt. James McKnight, CG-1311
and Lt. Nicole Anaya, PAC-15a
stated Deptula.
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Back to Cape May: The DEPOT Mentor Program
Story by MCPO Joe H. Melton, USCGR
Mentor:

A wise and trusted counselor or teacher; an influential senior
sponsor or supporter.

Mentorship:

The guidance provided by a mentor, especially an experienced
person in a company, group, or educational institution.
Most of us are aware of the Company Mentor program for
recruit companies in our basic training center at Training Center
Cape May (TRACEN), N.J. These opportunities are highly sought
after and the competition is fierce. But, did you know that there
are also opportunities to mentor the DEPOT (Direct Entry Petty
Officer Training) companies as well? Well, I did not. I was
selected to mentor DEPOT Company 02-17 which graduated
January 26, 2017.
My journey began last year when the yearly message came
out inviting members to apply to be recruit company mentors. I
applied as a part of my CG Headquarters office team, CG-12C
Office of Leadership, and as a single member. Much to my
surprise, my office team was selected as a mentor team for a
recruit company and I was selected to mentor a DEPOT company.
The initial selection email was sent by the Battalion Officer at
Cape May with my company assignment, the approximate
graduation date and the name of the lead Company Commander,
or CC. A week or so before the class convening, I was asked for,
and provided, a biography to present to the class. The email
contact with the lead CC was painless but did require regular
access to the CG email system.
I had some interaction with the lead CC resolving logistical
issues such as arrival time, berthing in the Unaccompanied
Personnel Housing (UPH) and attendance at the combined
mentoring session and end of class party. Being winter, the
uniform for the graduation was Bravos, but the uniform for the
mentoring session was ODUs.
After arriving at Cape May, the timing worked out that I went
immediately to the mentor session. I was surprised to find out
that I had not only reservists in my company, but prior service
and other service recruits going through the PITSTOP program
to enter the active duty Coast Guard. This may occur in other
DEPOT classes, so if you become a mentor, be forewarned!
After an introduction, the CCs left the room and the recruits
were free to ask questions. It did take a little ice breaking at first,
but as they got comfortable and relaxed a little, the questions
started to flow. The questions ran the gamut from, “What do I
expect when I check in to my unit?” to “How do I become a
Master Chief?” The active duty folks, especially those from other

services, asked a lot of Coast Guard culture questions. These,
sprinkled in with some retirement and TRICARE questions
pretty much filled up the hour allotted and spilled into the next
hour. All told, I spent about 2 and half hours with the recruits.
The next day was the graduation. I arrived about 15 minutes
early to go over the script. In attendance were Capt. Owen
Gibbons, the TRACEN commander officer, Command Master
Chief William Hollandsworth and Chaplain Shaun Brown. The
training staff and the Capt. helped guide me through standing,
sitting, and saluting at the proper times. The Capt. also read my
bio as he introduced me for the graduation guest speaker
remarks. I worked up about a 3 minute set of remarks to welcome
our new shipmates. Afterwards, we graduated the company and
we shook their hands and welcomed them aboard the United
States Coast Guard.
This was a very good experience, one that I highly recommend.
We are working with the TRACEN staff to update their website
to include DEPOT Company mentoring opportunities. We are
also investigating ways to enhance the mentoring experience for
the recruits without increasing costs or overstress Reserve time
commitments. Some of the ideas so far are to have the mentor
add a welcome aboard letter to the biography to be read in the
first week and a Video Tele-conference/Skype call in the second
week. These will expand the mentoring experience and set our
new shipmates up for success.
Graduation remarks:
Good afternoon Captain Gibbons, Chaplain Brown,
MC Hollandsworth, distinguished visitors, and DEPOT
Class 02-17
It’s hard to believe that almost exactly 19 years ago I
was standing where you are today: a newly minted Coast
Guard Petty Officer with a uniform so new I think it still
had the tags in it.
As Coast Guardsmen, you will be expected to be
knowledgeable about the Coast Guard, your rate such as
an MK or BM, and your role in the Armed Forces of the
United States. Make no mistake, some of you may only
have active service one weekend a month and two weeks
a year, but you are military members 24/7 with all of the
rights and responsibilities that entails. Your CAC card
says “Affiliation:
UNIFORMED SERVICES, Agency/
Department:
COAST GUARD”.
You are a Coast
Guardsman. Period.
You have earned the right and the responsibility, by
completing your training, to become a member of The
United States Coast Guard. You bought it. It’s yours. It’s
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your Coast Guard, forever. Whether you stay in for a hitch
and get out, screen for a warrant commission, attend
ROCI or OCS and become an officer, or even stay in for 20
plus years and advance to Chief, Senior Chief, or (God
Forbid) Master Chief, it’s yours.
And, everyone knows. Seriously, people you don’t even
know will ask you, personally, about a Coast Guard
evolution that took place a continent away from you and
expect you to know all about it. They’ll congratulate you
and thank you for a rescue, commiserate with you when
we have an injury, or a death, and ask you what went
wrong when we, your Coast Guard, makes a mistake or an
error.
No one likes to make mistakes. But they happen.
Sometimes they are simple technical errors, easily
corrected through training, updated instructions, or by
fixing a part or a process. Sometimes, they are mistakes
of character. These errors are hard to correct, and it’s
better to try and avoid them if you can. Remember when I
said you bought the right and responsibility to become a
member of the Coast Guard? Well, I neglected to mention
that it’s really more of an installment plan. You have to
re-earn the right and responsibility every day. You do
that by being the best Coast Guardsman you can be. Take
pride in the job that you are doing and do it well. It
doesn’t matter if you’re driving the boat in a rescue,
standing a radio watch in the command center, chopping
orders in the ships office, or waxing the floor in the galley,
everything you do matters. Everything we do matters.

You must remember that you are responsible for
yourself and for your shipmates. If your inner monologue
starts with “I don’t know if I should be doing this” chances
are, the answer is NO. Look out for your shipmates. Don’t
let them get into a situation that will hurt them, you, or
others. This is my personal charge, from me to each of
you: Don’t let someone get hurt, damage a career, or end
a career or life through your inaction. I hold you
accountable for the well-being of your shipmates, as you
must hold me accountable.
Thank you for allowing me to be a part of the process
that has led you to this day. Thank you to the families and
others in attendance for your past and future support of
your Coast Guardsman. Trust me, they need it and
appreciate it. And finally, thank you to the Cape May team
that gives these outstanding men and women to the fleet.
Captain, Master Chief, we will do our best to take care of
them and put them to good use. Finally, as I wind this up,
I did forget one, important thing. Class 02-17, Welcome
to your Coast Guard!
ISCM Joe Melton is the Reserve Leadership Development
Program Manager in the Office of Leadership (CG-12C). His
duties include oversight of Reserve needs and participation in
all Coast Guard Leadership training courses, officer and enlisted,
serving as the Reserve subject matter expert for the leadership
and training community, and as liaison for all senior enlisted
leadership courses.

Senior Leadership Puts Focus on Reserve Readiness
Submitted by Cmdr. Alex Foos, Division Chief, CG-1313
Over the past year there has been an increasing focus on the
Reserve Component and how best to support this critical
workforce given the extremely tight budget environment. In
particular, the Deputy Commandants for Operations (DCO) and
Mission Support (DCMS) have placed Reserve readiness
amongst their highest priorities.
On January 6, 2017, senior leaders from across the DCO
enterprise came together at Coast Guard Headquarters to help
shape the direction of Vice Adm. Charles Ray’s top six strategic
priorities for Fiscal Year 2017, and beyond. Among these
priorities is Human Capital Planning: Strengthening the Reserve
Force.
The DCO focus on the Reserve workforce is strategically
aligned with ongoing efforts of the Reserve Component Force
Planning Working Group (RCFP-WG), co-chaired by Capt. Gary
Jones (CG DCO-84), and Capt. Michael Barton (CG-131). The
RCFP-WG is continuing to evaluate what aspect of the Coast
Guard’s total contingency operations requirements will be
allocated to the Reserve Component. These requirements will
ultimately inform decisions on the size and composition of the
Reserve in the years to come.
This operational focus is also tightly aligned with DCMS’
efforts to address the barriers to acquiring, training, and
retaining the highly skilled workforce needed to meet
established requirements across all Coast Guard mission sets.
The ability to recruit and train the total force, and the Reserve
in particular, has been a key area of concern for Vice Adm.
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Sandra Stosz who hosted a meeting of key leaders across DCMS,
including the Force Readiness Command (FORCECOM), Coast
Guard Recruiting Command (CGRC), and Personnel Support
Command (CG PSC), to clearly outline the systemic and resource
barriers to restoring the Reserve to full strength.
Over the next year DCO and DCMS will work hand in hand to;
stabilize Reserve Training (RT) resources, manage the Reserve
Component as a capability asset to meet surge/mobilization
requirements, evaluate alternatives to traditional Reserve
recruiting solutions, and better identify and manage limited
training capacity (to name a few).
Integration of RCFP-WG efforts within these wider DCO and
DCMS efforts has helped to greatly increase the visibility of the
challenges facing the Reserve and lead to solutions in support
of its short-term and long-term needs.
The culmination of four years of constant and steady effort
has led to significant progress having been made which will
enhance Reserve readiness including implementation of the CG
Reserve – Training Management System (CGR-TMS),
promulgation of Reserve Mission and Vision Statements, and
development of a robust Shore Forces Capability Management
Framework.
This enhanced focus on Reserve needs at the highest levels
of leadership is extremely encouraging after several years of
necessary but difficult austerity measures. With the support of
Senior Leadership, the Reserve Component is poised to remain
as ready and relevant as at any time in its 76 year history.

A Mission and Vision for the Reserve
The Coast Guard Reserve has had to be more strategic in
training and employing the currently authorized force of 7,000.
The reduction in resources since Fiscal Year 18 has led to a shift
from an “All Threats, All Hazards” Reserve workforce to one
focused only on a small number of mission sets.
In fact, the Commandant codified this change in a decision
memo approved in September 2015 which, among other things,
focused the Reserve on only four prioritized mission sets: (1)
Defense Operations; (2) Ports, Waterways, and Coastal Security
(PWCS); (3) Incident Response and Management; and (4)

Mission Support. More information on the strategic focus of the
Reserve Component may be found in the Deputy Commandant
for Operations’ Strategic Planning Direction available on the
Coast Guard Portal.
As the focus for the Reserve evolves so must our understanding
of the Mission and Vision of the Reserve Component. In order to
provide better clarity for this more narrowly focused mission
portfolio, the Director of Reserve unveiled Reserve Mission and
Vision statements at Coast Guard Reserve 76th Anniversary
Celebration in February.

Mission
Provide operationally capapble and ready personnel
assets to support Coast Guard surge and mobilization
requirements in the Homeland and abroad

Vision
The Coast Guard's only dedicated surge force – the
Reserve is a contingency-based workforce which
is trained locally and deployed globally, providing
ready and responsive personnel to meet mission
requirements within the prioritized focus areas of
Defense Operations; Ports, Waterways and Coastal
Security; Incident Response and Management; &
Mission Support.
The Mission and Vision Statements build upon the work of
the Reserve Component Force Planning Working Group (RCFPWG) which is currently evaluating the Reserve’s contribution to
total force contingency response operations requirements.
The RCFP-WG is also developing separate Shore Forces and
Mission Support Constructs similar to the 2014 Boat Forces
Reserve Management Plan. These constructs will help guide
resource allocation decisions and ensure sufficient training and

support capacity are available to maintain an operationally
relevant and ready workforce.
The dynamic threat environment of our increasingly
connected world will require the Reserve to be even more
responsive to the needs of the Service and the country. These
statements will serve as the basis for the development of a
comprehensive, multi-year strategy for building a workforce
that is best prepared for this ever changing world.
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Meet BM Reserve Force Management Coordinator --

BMCS Nicholas Bernice
If you believe that life is
about the journey and not
the destination, then you
have to be open to where
the journey takes you. Often,
I have been asked about
how I arrived at being a
school
district
superintendent from my
beginnings as a Boatswain’s
Mate. The quick answer,
that also usually draws a
laugh, is that “I am a
Boatswain’s Mate.” The
longer answer requires
complexity.
My civilian career has led
me from being a high school
science
teacher,
vice
principal, and principal, to
running a four-building
school
district.
Fundamentally, the skills
required to do each of these
jobs are the same skills I
acquired from being in the
Coast Guard Reserve.
Upon quick examination,
one
can
find
the
bureaucratic structures are
quite similar. There are tiers
of technicians, management, and leadership that each work
toward a common goal. This is true of both schools and
Coast Guard structures, of course the customer difference is
obvious – children and boaters, often in distress. Equipped
with the understandings that are instilled in all members of
the Coast Guard, I have been able to do valuable work in
schools. Often I tell people that I lean on my experience as a
boat crewmember, coxswain, and station officer of the day
to run schools far more often than I do my experience as a
science teacher. Teaching gave me a lens for good instruction,
but not how to run an organization.
Running a 300 employee school district is not dissimilar
to running a boat crew. There are very specific jobs for each
person on the team to do and important decisions to make
in a timely manner based on reliable data and reflecting on
experience. Our service places us in positions of leadership
at very young ages for a reason. It makes us better decision
makers much earlier in our careers, which yields greater
dividends in the future. The skills remain the same as we
take on more responsibility, only the scale changes.
Working as a Boatswain’s Mate has been wildly
rewarding. It has been far more so than I could have
predicted as an 18-year-old enlisting in the Coast Guard
Reserve at the Battery Building in New York City. My feeling
is that the total experience has been much more helpful to
me, as I have been to the Coast Guard. This feeling of
indebtedness has inspired me to take on my new role as the
Boatswain’s Mate Reserve Force Management Coordinator.
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The job is new to Coast
Guard
Headquarters,
working with BM Rating
Force Master Chief Shawn
Hoefling. I am quite honored
and humbled to be the first
to hold the title.
BMCM Hoefling and Mr.
Donald Hartmayer, Office of
Boat Forces (CG-731), have
been working with me to
define the role and how to
make it the most valuable to
the rating. Recently, I have
edited the BM Force Notes
with BMCM Hoefling and
answered a number of
emails
from
fellow
reservists with questions
ranging
from
boat
certifications
to
the
relevance of advancement
standards. It is wonderful
interacting with Boatswain’s
Mates all over the service
and helping to answer their
questions.
I also had the pleasure of
attending the a 5th District
Senior Enlisted Reserve
Advisor workshop at Air
Station Atlantic City. Hearing the issues at the subsidiary
levels of the service will best equip me with knowledge and
understanding needed to inform those to whom I report. I
wish to offer a special “Thank you” to those in attendance
for openly sharing their thoughts.
One of the largest tasks this new role will present is
assisting in the messaging of the Reserve Boat Forces
Management Plan. The plan has been well documented in
the BM Force Notes and the RESERVIST magazine. Having
me assigned to Boat Forces allows a reservist, me, to be onpoint to answer Reserve specific questions.
My Boatswain’s Mate journey has led me to many places
and provided me with experiences that are unique to the
Coast Guard. My thinking is that being the Boatswain’s Mate
Reserve Force Management Coordinator is just another stop
on my Reserve journey – final destination unknown. If you
had asked my 18-year-old self in the Battery Building
Recruiting Office, he wouldn’t have known where his
ultimate destination was either.
I encourage all of you to consider the journey and grow
as much as you can in the roles you currently fill. I look
forward to interacting with all of you in the coming years as
this position continues to develop in parallel with your
exciting careers.
Semper Paratus!
Senior Chief Bernice can be contacted via email at:

Nicholas.A.Bernice@uscg.mil

From the Office of Boat Forces
Submitted by Mr. Donald P. Hartmayer, Program Analyst, CG-731
RB-S Coxswain Intro Course
21 FEB – 03 MAR 2016
Station Annapolis
Station Annapolis

BM3 Vaughn Kough
BM3 Nicholas Peterson

RB-S Boat Crew Member
09 JAN – 20 JAN 2017
Station Manasquan Inlet
Station Charleston
Station Sabine
PSU 313
PSU 313
Station Cleveland Harbor

BM3 Michael Montero
MK3 Michael James
ME3 Benjamin Morin
MK1 Nicholas Markle
MK3 Peder Labarge
SN Kevin Cline

ICS-339
01 JAN-13 JAN 2017
BMC Scott Ownby
MSU Paducah
MEC Richard Ottway
MSU Paducah
MECS Jeremy Dyer
MSU Paducah
MK1 Maria Cardona
MSU Paducah
ITC Brain Marek

17 JAN – 20 JAN 2017
Station New York
24 JAN – 27 JAN 2017
Station Portland

BM1 Danelle Hauther

21 FEB – 24 FEB 2017

The Office of Boat Forces congratulates
the following graduates from the
following courses. BZ to ALL!!

ME1 Jonathan Lakose
Station Atlantic City
BM1 Clay Davis
Station Manasquan Inlet
BMC James Gallelli
Station Manasquan Inlet
BM1 Paul Fisher Station Philadelphia

07 MAR – 10 MAR 2017
Station Georgetown
Station Georgetown
Station Milwaukee

BM3 Amanda Matos
BMC Ashley White
BM1 Theodore Gernaey

The FY 2017 "C" School Schedule can be found on
the Boat Forces Portal:
https://cg.portal.uscg.mil/units/cg731/Reserves/
ReserveCschoolConveningsFY17Hartmayer.pdf
The Boat Forces Reserve Readiness Report (BF3R)
can be found on the Boat Forces Portal:
https://cg.portal.uscg.mil/units/cg731/SitePages/
Reserves.aspx
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Late Night TV Ad
Leads to Long and Impactful Career
Story by PA2 Michael Himes, 1st District Public Affairs South
public affairs missions throughout her
Public Affairs Senior Chief Petty
Officer
Marguerite
DeMartino
career. “Nothing prepares you for
formally retired after 27 years of
something like 9/11,” she recounted.
service to the Coast Guard in front of
“We worked around the clock for weeks
family, friends and colleagues during a
covering the rescue and recovery of
ceremony
at
Public
Affairs
first responders, as well as, helped local
Detachment Office New York on
and national media gain access to the
Saturday, March 5, 2017. Capt.
world trade center site, all while
Howard Wright, Chief, Office of Public
grieving and taking care of our own coAffairs (CG-0922), Public Affairs
workers and families; that is why
Rating Force Master Chief Petty
training and being prepared for
Officer Mike Hvozda and Master Chief
anything is so important.” She also
Petty Officer of the Coast Guard
remembered the many inspiring
Reserve Jeff Smith (ret.) offered
opportunities that marked her career,
thoughtful remarks on her leadership,
notably getting underway with the
impact and legacy. Senior Chief
Coast Guard Cutter DALLAS for two
DeMartino recounted her operational
weeks in the Gulf of Mexico before the
highlights and insight gained as a
ship was decommissioned.
Public Affairs Specialist and senior
“The move to digital media changed
enlisted workforce leader during a
everything for us,” she noted. “It used to
career that witnessed sweeping
take so long to get messages and images
changes to the public affairs rating
out and now the demand for news is
and the Coast Guard as a whole.
instantaneous and we can deliver it just
“When I was in my early 30s, I saw
as fast if necessary. Social media took
a Coast Guard ad on TV very late at
the shift to a whole new level for Public
night with people working in
Affairs Specialists.”
helicopters and I thought, ‘I want to
official photo of Senior Chief Petty officer
Her passion for professional
do that!’” Shortly after, in August
Marguerite deMartino. “Always help the people
development
is her ultimate legacy.
1989, DeMartino enlisted and
under you to develop their careers and encourage
“I’ve
always
been
a firm believer in
pursued her dream to fly. Armed with
them to excel and advance. That is my legacy and
having
tools
for
your
tool belt. Get
a degree in writing, she parlayed her
the legacy each senior enlisted leader should strive
qualified
and
get
out
in
the
field. That’s
professional experience into the
for,” she remarked when asked about the role of a
what being a PA is all about. Helping
Public Affairs Specialist rating and
leader in the Coast Guard work force.
people develop their careers and seeing
joined Public Affairs Detachment
them move up and take on new
Office New York at Governor’s Island,
challenges
is
what
I
will
miss the most.”
N.Y., while also riding along with aviation teams out of the
Senior Chief DeMartino took on the duty of Reserve Force
Coast Guard’s Brooklyn Air Station at every available
Program Manager for the public affairs rating, a job usually
opportunity. She recalled wise words from an early mentor.
filled by a Master Chief, in the final two years of her career. “I
“Always work on advancing and never stop moving forward.”
wanted to really go out with a bang!” She did, earning two
Heeding this direction, she qualified for Chief Petty Officer in
Coast Guard Commendation Medals for her service at Coast
1994, after only five
Guard Headquarters and for playing a critical role in the public
years in the Reserve. One needs exceptional focus and drive
affairs mission for the 75th Anniversary of the Coast Guard
to move at an exceptional pace within the workforce; Senior
Reserve. “I am glad to have my weekends back, but I will miss
Chief DeMartino expressed these qualities naturally.
the Coast Guard dearly.”
From the Deepwater Horizon disaster, TWA Flight 800, the
private plane crash of John F. Kennedy, Jr. and the terror attacks
On behalf of all the careers you have touched, Senior Chief,
of September 11, DeMartino responded to many high profile
you too will be missed. Bravo Zulu.
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From left to right, Petty officer First Class LaNola Stone, Petty officer Second Class Robert Harclerode, Petty officer First Class Sara Romero,
Petty officer Second Class Michael Himes, Capt. Howard Wright, Senior Chief Marguerite deMartino, Master Chief Petty officer Michael
Hvozda, Chief Warrant officer Allyson Conroy, retired Chief Petty officer Gary Rives, Lt. Cmdr. Arthur Hudman, retired Chief Petty officer Bob
Laura, Master Chief Petty officer Alan Haraf, Master Chief Petty officer Frank Gorman. Members of Coast Guard Public Affairs and Sector New
York gather to bid farewell to Senior Chief deMartino at Public Affairs detachment New York on March 5, 2017.
Photo by Elena olivo

Retirement List
RET-1
(Retired With Pay)
JANUARY 2017
Capt. Timothy Girton
Capt. Ronald Kraemer
Cmdr. Hawley Waterman
Lt. Cmdr. Stephen Melsom
F&S4 Kay Roane
PSS4 Harvey Honig
PERS3 Jeffrey Terbush
MKCM Ronald Lucas
SKCM Linda Yoest
MECS Michael Ditrani
BMC James Capiak

FEBRUARY 2017
ISC Richard Eng
PSC Timothy Cherry
YNC Jo Meyer
AET1 Bruce Roberts
DC1 Kelly McGregor
MK1 Ludwig Toledo
BM2 Mark Conger
BM2 Robert Duncanson
MK3 Bruce Speer
YN3 Lawrence Whiting

Capt. David Shippert
Cmdr. Richard Brannon
Cmdr. Karen Lloyd
Lt. Cmdr. George Cognet
Lt. Cmdr. John Russell
Lt. Edgar Stevens
ENG4 Terry McNabb
CWO Evelyn Curry
CWO Gregory Ressio
GMCM Richard Krug
MKCM Elihu Beal

PACS Marguerite DeMartino
BMC Michael Pelletier
BMC Daniel Schaeffer
ITC Michael Gulden
YN1 Deborah Mitchell
BM2 John Zmachinski
MK2 Willie Davis
MK2 Roger Morgan
MST2 Richard Lavender
SK2 Mark Schwartz
DC3 John Hogan
MK3 John Strohecker

RET-2
(Retired Awaiting Pay)
JANUARY 2017
Capt. Baron A. Brown
Capt. Benjamin Smith III
Capt. Kevin J. Smyth
Cmdr. Kevin P. Quilliam
Lt. Cmdr. Timothy G. Frazier
Lt. Julio A. More
Lt. Michael K. Siegling
CWO Dennis D. Davis
CWO Thomas D. Vandlen
GMCS Patrick S. O’Kelly

FEBRUARY 2017
ITCS Connie A. Bosold
MKCS Randy S. Taylor
MSTCS James Wetherington III
MKC Devlon C. Johnson
SKC Alicia Cordova
YNC Brian W. Johnson
IV1 Harold R. Robinson
ME1 John T. Malone
MK1 David A. Henderson
GM2 Edward D. Flaherty

Cmdr. John D. Scott
CWO Brian R. Middleton
BMCM John P. Marschhauser
BMC Shellee M. Christensen
BMC Robert A. Gress
MEC Rene S. Gonzalez
MKC George R. Matt, Jr.
MKC Craig A. Younkers
BM1 Brian S. Riggs
DC1 Burgess K. Ross

ME1 Michael P. Gerdes
ME1 Sean C. VanLeevwen
MK1 Mark J. Wickman
MST1 Jonathan D. Thackston
IV2 Thomas J. Rodriguez
— Compiled by
YNC Joseph R. McGonagle,
USCGR (ret.)

WE WANT YOU!

The CG Ball Committee is pleased to announce that the
2017 Coast Guard Ball
will be held on September 30th, 2017
from 1700 - 2345 at the
Crystal Gateway Marriott in Arlington, Virginia
The committee is also requesting volunteers within the
immediate Washington, D.C. area to assist with the event
including a volunteer to act as the evening’s Master of
Ceremonies to be selected by Jun 1.
For updated information visit: www.CoastGuardBall.com
Questions can be directed to the committee at:
HQS-SMB-CGBallCommittee@uscg.mil
or by calling
LTJG Catherine Kavanaugh at 202-475-5553.
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TO CHANGE YOUR
MAILING ADDRESS:
Selected Reservists:

D14 Reserve Enlisted Person of

the Year
BM2 Scott Lee, stationed at Coast Gua
rd Sector Honolulu, receives
a battle ax from Master Chief Petty
Officer Ed Lewis, 14th District
Command Master Chief, during the
Regional Enlisted Person of the
Year Recognition Dinner at Hickam
Officers Club, Honolulu, Hi.
April 5, 2017.
Photo by
PA2 Melissa E. McKenzie

Please use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or send your address change to
your unit Servicing Personnel
Office (SPO).

Individual Ready
Reservists (IRR):

Please contact the IRR Personnel
Support Unit by:
Email: ARL-PF-CGPSC-rpm-3Query@uscg.mil

Website: https://www.uscg.mil/
rpm/rpm3/irr/
Mail:
Commander (rpm-3)
Personnel Service Center
U.S. Coast Guard Stop 7200
2703 MLK Jr. Ave SE
Washington, DC 20593-7200

Retired Reservists:

Pacific Area Reserve Enlisted
Person of the Year

Vice Adm. Fred Midgette, Coast Guard Pacific Area commander,
congratulates Petty Officer 1st Class Anthony Knight, a marine
science technician at Coast Guard Sector San Francisco, after he
was named the reserve enlisted person of the year at a ceremony
Photo by PA2 Cory J. Mendenhall
March 10, 2017 in Petaluma, Calif.

Please send e-mail to Personnel
Service Center (ras) at:
ppc-dg-ras@uscg.mil
or use Direct Access
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ps/,
or use self-service at
www.uscg.mil/ppc/ras/
directoryassistance.asp#one
or call 1-800-772-8724.

USS SERPENS Sailors Remembered
Members of the Coast Guard family, active, Reserve,
Auxiliary, and retired, gathered at the site of the USS
SERPENS (AK-97) Monument at Arlington National
Ceremony on February 8, 2017; to remember and
honor the 250 souls who lost their lives in the largest
single disaster suffered by the United States Coast
Guard in World War II. The 14,250-ton ammunition
ship exploded off Lunga Beach, Guadalcanal, British
Solomon Islands, on the night of January 29, 1945.
Servicemen were loading depth charges when the
SERPENS exploded. The 250 men who died included
193 U.S. Coast Guard sailors, 56 U.S. Army soldiers,
and Dr. Harry M. Levin, a U.S. Public Health Service
surgeon. Of the 193 Coast Guardsmen, 17 were
regular Coast Guard and 176 were reservists. SK3
Xavier Palmer is shown here offering the invocation
as part of the Wreath-Laying ceremony.
Photo courtesy MCPO Mark Allen, USCGR (ret.)

CG Reservists Play a role in
CG Arctic Strategy
Capt. James Robinson, 1st CG District Reserve Chief
of Staff and Senior Reserve Officer, was joined
by Sector Southeastern New England Reserve
Command Senior Chief Bryan Mastrangelo during
a visit to Brown University for a presentation
and update on the Coast Guard's role in the Arctic
Strategy. Capt. Robinson is also a civilian employee
with the Coast Guard in the 17th CG District and is
responsible for a team of District reservists as part
of the Operation Planning for Arctic Shield.

Officer Promotion a Family Affair
Capt. Michael Spolidoro was promoted by
Rear Adm. William Kelly during a ceremony at
CG Headquarters on January 17, 2017. Capt.
Spolidoro’s wife, Cmdr. Laurina Spolidoro,
participated in the ceremony putting on the new
captain’s shoulder boards.
Photo by PA2 Emaia Rise.
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Newest Public Affairs
Master Chief Pinned
Cmdr. Zeita Merchant, commanding officer of Marine
Safety Unit Chicago, and Chief Warrant Officer Steve
Wilkinson (ret.), marine inspector at Marine Safety
Unit Chicago, pin on anchors for reserve Master
Chief Public Affairs Specialist Alan Haraf during a
ceremony at "Industry Days" in Alsip, Illinois, March
9, 2017. Capt. Amy Cocanour (far right), commanding
officer, Sector Lake Michigan, also helped with the
pinning and presided over the brief ceremony.

Reservists Staff Inaugural ICC
The Coast Guard stood up an Incident Command
Center (ICC) on Joint Base Anacostia-Bolling in the
District of Columbia. ICC members are shown here
with visiting dignitaries. Front row (l-r): 5th Coast
Guard District Command, Rear Adm. Meredith Austin
and Liaison Officer Lt. Cmdr. Sandy Penswater;
Back row (l-r) MCPO Adwoa Hendricks, 5th District
Command Master Chief, Cmdr. Charles Bright, Chief
USCG Prevention Department Sector MarylandNational Capital Region and Capt. Anthony Lloyd, 5th
District (Dx).
Photo courtesy Lt. Cmdr. Penswater

Sector Lower Mississippi
Advancements
Sector Lower Mississippi River
advanced three enlisted members
on January 14, 2017. Shown here are
(l-r) Cmdr. Ted Brothers, YN1 Julia
Skrabacz, MST1 Derek Cameron,
YN2 Jaqulyn Cruz-Mangrum and Lt.
Cmdr. Lee Turner.
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Departing Reservist
Recognized at CGHQ
Senior Chief Antony Duckworth was awarded the
CG Commendation Medal for his performance
during his active duty recall in support of the CG’s
Yellow Ribbon Reintegration Program. Senior
Chief Duckworth is shown here with Capt. Gregory
Stump, Deputy Director of Reserve and Military
Personnel during a recognition ceremony held at CG
Headquarters on January 17, 2017.
Photo by PA2 Emaia Rise

Reservist Sets and Meets 2016 Goals
Congratulations to Petty Officer Faviola Hernandez
on her advancement to Yeoman First Class. Currently
serving on Extended Active Duty Orders with Coast
Guard Personnel Service Center, her advancement
ceremony was held in the Flag Ceremonial room at
CG headquarters, Washington, D.C., on January 2,
2017, with MCPO Leilani CaleJones doing the honors.
YN1 Hernandez quoted Antione de Saint-Exupery,
a French Poet and writer, by saying "A goal without
a plan is just a wish. Every goal I set for 2016 was
met. This was the last one. I'm excited to set goals
for 2017!"
Photo by PA2 Emaia Rise

17th District Reservist Attends
Joint Senior Reserve Component
Officers Course
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During the week of February 6-10, 2017, students from
Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Air Force, Coast Guard Reserve,
Army and Air National Guard, Maritime Sealift Command,
Canadian Army and British Army came together at the
Army War College at Carlisle Barracks in Carlisle, Pa. Capt.
Alan Tubbs, 17th District Senior Reserve Officer (shown
here in blue), was the lone Coast Guard member to attend
this convening of the Joint Senior Reserve Course Officer
Course (JSRCOC). The course reflects Army’s commitment
to learning for the Joint Total Force and Interagency. JSRCOC
provides a unique opportunity for participants to engage
senior leaders and subject matter experts in the National
Interagency, Department of Defense, Joint Service, Total
Force, academic and public sector arenas through a series
of well focused and tailored presentations and seminars.
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11th District Reservists
Hold All Hands
Commander of the 11th CG District,
Rear Adm. Todd A. Sokalzuk, met with
district reservists in Alameda, Calif.,
during their All Hands on February 12.
2017. Attendees photographed here
are (front row): Command Master
Chief Tim Beard, Capt. Beth Campbell,
Rear Adm. Sokalzuk, Cmdr. Chris Lee,
Cmdr. William Benn; Second row
Lt. Jody Wootton, Lt. Dan Grossman,
Ens. Kristina Robertson; Third row
Lt. Erika Hughes, Lt. Patrick Horton,
PA2 Prentice Danner, Lt.j.g. Brian
Henderson, PAC Sherri Eng; Back
row YN1 Chandra Gomez, PA3 Jordan
Akiyama, PA3 David Flores, Cmdr.
Greg Duncan, OS1 Kory Keffauver.
Photo coiurtesy of Chief Petty Officer Sherri Eng

Sector San Juan
recognizes reservist
On March 1, 2017 Sector San Juan Commanding
Officer Robert W. Warren recognized the
advancement of Reserve Intelligence Specialist
Javier O. Martes to the rank of First Class Petty Officer.
IS1 Martes advancement was and affirmation and
recognition of his diligence, hard work, dedication
and overall high performance. IS1 Martes is shown
here with (L-R) Capt. Warren, his daughter Kiromi,
(IS1 Martes) and his wife Wanda Calcaño. Photo by,
Lt.j.g. Efrain Rosa

Sector San Juan Holds
ESGR Boss Lift 2017
On March 25, Sector San Juan Commanding
Officer, Capt. Robert Warren sponsored the
ESGR (Employer Support of the Guard and
Reserve) Boss Lift 2017 event. The event was
an opportunity to show appreciation to civilian
employers of Sector San Juan Reserve personnel.
The Boss Lift provided the employers with a
first-hand look at a Reserve member’s daily
routine. The day started with a presentation by
Reserve Silver Badge MSTCS Ismael Torres, who
spoke about the Coast Guard missions and the
history of Sector San Juan. The day proceeded
with guided tours to the Sector’s small boat
station and its boats and several Coast Guard
Cutters concluding with a live helicopter
demonstration by an aircrew from CG Air Station Borinquen. The event was planned and coordinated by Lt. Alejandro Sims, Senior Reserve
Office, YN1 Carlos Molina, Reserve Force Readiness Staff and Mr. Agustin Rivera, ESGR coordinator. Participants are shown here with the
Air Station Borinquen aircrew.
Photo by Mr. Ricardo Riz, ESGR Puerto Rico State Chairman

Retired Vet Captures Volunteerism on Canvas
Sector Lower Mississippi River reservist Lt. Julie Duncan participated in the annual Wreaths Across America wreath laying at
Arlington National Cemetery in Arlington, Va., during December 2016. Lt. Duncan’s father, a retired U.S. Navy Lt. Cmdr., worked
from a photograph taken that day to preserve the moment on canvas. His work is shown above.

Soon To Be Culinary
Specialist Reenlists
Prior to his departure to Culinary Specialist "A"
School at CG Training Center Petaluma, Calif.,
Station Atlantic City reservist SNCS Edgar
Diaz-Cardoza was reenlisted on February 3,
2017, by Station Atlantic City Commanding
Officer Lt. Cmdr. Noel Johnson.
Photo by BM2 Mary Doyle.

West Coast Reservist Recognized While
Active Duty at CG Institute
YN2 Cole Vyrens, a Selected Reserve member assigned to
Sector San Francisco and serving on ADOS orders at the
CG Institute, Oklahoma City, Okla., was recognized as the
Institute's Square Knot Sailor of the Quarter (July-Dec.2016).
He is pictured here being formally recognized by US Navy
Capt. Ed McCabe , Commander Strategic Communications
Wing 1 & TF 124, at the TACAMO Community Council Awards
Ceremony on February 16, 2017 at Tinker AFB, Okla.
Photo by SCPO Scott Garcia, USCG CITAT
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awaRds
Coast Guard Commendation Medal
PACS Marguerite DeMartino (2)
SKCS Anthony Duckworth

Coast Guard Achievement Medal
CWO Brian Middleton
GMC Nicholas Mason
MKC David Madison
PAC Sherri Eng
BM1 Katie Brauning
BM2 Anthony Garcia
BM2 Patrick Meier
BM2 Matthew Pelzl
BM2 Jonathan Shine
BM2 Trever Strand

Commandant’s Letter of Commendation
Ens. Kyle Sandberg
PA2 Prentice Danner
PA3 Paul Krug
BM3 Rashad Wilson

CG Meritorious Team Award
Cmdr. Tuan Luong
Lt. Stephen Cheng
Lt. Joseph Rudolf
Lt. Travis Thornell
Lt. Dana Warr
CWO Faith Matuschek
PACS Marguerite
DeMartino
PAC Sherri Eng
PAC David Mosely
PAC Rachel Polish
SKC Heather Sands
PA1 Pamela Boehland
PA1 Zachary Crawford
PA1 George Degener

PA1 Gina Ruoti
PA2 Prentice Danner
PA2 Lara Davis
PA2 Ayla Kelley
PA2 Levi Read
PA2 Sara Romero
PA2 LaNola Stone
PA3 Jordon Aklyama
PA3 David Flores
PA3 Jonathan Klingenberg
PA3 Paul Krug
PA3 Amanda Norcross
PA3 Loumania Stewart
SN Sarah Wilson

Reserve Good Conduct Medal
ME2 Darryl Evans
ME2 Daniel Grable
ME2 Tyler Heinz
BM3 Joshua Pearsall

Military Outstanding Volunteer Service Medal
BM2 Michael Gould

PSU Insignia

Lt. Joseph Rudolf
ME2 Rory Irwin
ME3 Erik Mireles

Cmdr. Richard “dick” Edward Jaffe, 88,
USCGR (ret.) died Thursday, January 5,
2017, in Phoenix, Ariz., after a long
illness. He is survived by his loving wife
of 61 years, Millie (Salzburg) Jaffe; his
three sons, Michael Jaffe of Pinecrest,
Fla., David Jaffe of Easthampton, Ma., and
Roy Jaffe of Phoenix; and his daughterin-law, Stefani Jaffe of Phoenix.
Richard was born on December 7, 1928,
in Brooklyn, NY, where he was raised as
the only child of Nathan Jaffe and Freda
(Goldman) Rand. He attended Brooklyn
College for 2 years before transferring to
the University of Miami, where he majored in marketing and
graduated with a Bachelor of Business Administration degree in
1950. From 1948 to 1950, he also served in the U.S. Marine Corps
Reserve.
In 1951, Richard was drafted into the U.S. Army. He was sent to
Artillery Officer Candidate School in Fort Sill, Okla., where he
received training as a Forward Observer. Upon his graduation from
OCS in 1952, he was commissioned a 2nd Lieutenant and assigned
to the 18th Airborne Corps in Fort Bragg, N.C. In 1953, the war in
Korea called, and Richard answered. He was assigned to the 7th
Infantry Division Artillery unit on the central Korean front and was
subsequently involved in the battles of Old Baldy and Pork Chop Hill.
He served with distinction and, upon his discharge in October of
1953, was promoted to 1st Lieutenant. He retained a commission in
the U.S. Army Reserve until 1959.
Following his discharge from the Army Reserve, Richard accepted a
direct commission in U.S. Coast Guard Reserve as a Lieutenant
Junior Grade. In the early- to mid-1960’s, taking advantage of his
avid interest in photography (a lifelong hobby), he played an active
role in the aerial surveillance of Communist-bloc vessels off the
northern coast of Cuba. Over time, he attained the rank of
Commander, before retiring from the Coast Guard Reserve in 1980.

�
YNC Marie Kayati, 79, USCGR (ret.), of
Cape May Court House, N.J., passed away
on February 10, 2017. Marie was a U.S.
Marine Corps veteran and retired Coast
Guard Reserve Chief Petty Officer. She
was the beloved wife of the late Richard
and devoted mother of Teri Baines and
her husband Frank and the late Kimberly
Kayati. She is also survived by her
cherished nephew Michael and his wife
Donna, and lifelong friends Frances
Shourds and George and Sue Hamilton.
She was sister of the late Michael and
Louis DeCicco and proud grandmother of Jana Baines.
During her CG career, Chief Kayati performed multiple tours on
active duty. She was a recruiter in both Jacksonville, Fla., and Cape
May, N.J., spending a year on active duty at each location. She was
also recalled in support of the Uniform Distribution Center at CG
Training Center Cape May Cape. Prior to that, she spent two years
activated at CG Electronics Engineering Center in Wildwood, N.J. She
was a lifetime member at the Cape May chapter of the Chief Petty
Officers Association. She actively attended Chiefs meetings before
and after her retirement and was a very active volunteer with her
fellow Chiefs supporting local 5K and 10K races by distributing
water to the runners or aiding in traffic control.
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Port Security Unit 305 members
Petty officer 3rd Class Jerry
Gonzales and Petty officer 2nd
Class Nicholas Polino stand watch
at their battle position during
the PSU's pre-deployment field
exercise Jan. 30, 2017, at Anzio
Beach, Fort Eustis, Va.
Air Force photo by
Airman 1st Class derek Seifert.
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Chief Petty officer Brandon Alani, a
boatswain's mate assigned to Coast Guard
Maritime Safety and Security Team 91101
in Seattle, Fireman Levi Stubblefield and
Seaman Jaclyn Carricato, from Coast
Guard Station Seattle, look on during an
at-sea wreath laying in honor of Petty
officer 3rd Class Ronald Gill Jr. near
Vashon island, Wash., March 25, 2015.
Gill, a reservist, was killed in the line of
duty in March 2007, while conducting
patrols and training in Puget Sound in
Washington as member of MSST 91101.
Photo by PA3 Amanda Norcross

A U.S. Coast Guard Port Security Unit 312 32-foot Transportable Security crew conducts
a safety zone around the USNS Vice Adm. K.R. Wheeler (T-AG 5001) during operation
Pacific Reach Exercise 2017 in Pohang, Republic of Korea, April 8, 2017.
photo by Petty officer 1st Class Rob Simpson

Commandant of the Coast
Guard, Admiral Paul zukunft,
stands with the first Ancient
Tridents, Rear Admiral Linda
Fagan and Master Chief Petty
officer Richard “Shane” Hooker
during the Ancient Trident
Ceremony held at the Alexander
Hamilton Custom House, March
23, 2017. The Ancient Trident
Award, similar to the other
Ancient awards (Albatross,
Mariner, and Keeper), honors
an officer and enlisted member
for distinguished service in the
Marine Safety field.
Photo by PA3 Frank iannazzo-Simmons
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